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. Health Code states UA suflicient
number oftoilets s~1 be provided in Test CUNY
the lavatories...toilets shall be prop-
erly flushed and trapped...they shall 5t d t
be adequately lighted and ventilated, U en s
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.'kept in sanitary manner, and' in good
repair."
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revealed a mess of paper towels on
the floor, problems with hot water,
missing door locks, and an odor ema-




codes. The women's bathroom on Whether or not students are ready,
the'14th floor of 360 PAS does not the CUNY board of trustees has
have soap, and one of the toilets is decided to test their level of profi-
out oforder. The women's bathroom ciency in writing. and reading.
:':Women'a bathroom on the 15th on the 14th floor of the 18th street Starting this year students attending
~ fIOcWof the 360 PAS building. f a senior college, who have between
. O.s.H.A. code 1910.141(d)(2)(iii) building does not have hot water and 45 and 60 credits or have entered in
.states "hand soap or cleansing one of the sinks is completely unus- the Fall of 1999 'wi II be urged to take
.agents s~1I be provided." . able, These are only two specific The CUNY Proficiency Examination
(photolWeishi William Wang) (ePE) , d t thei k·11examples of the O.S.H.A. and New In or er 0 assess err s I
said Schmid The school currently York City Health Code violations. level.
employs 54 custodians to take care of According to an information hand-
"The conditions are horrendous and out designed by the Office of
the 23rd street building and the I think something should be done ! Academic Affairs at CUNY, the CPE
Newman Library. Due to budgetary . i . d dabout it," urged Vice President of ; requires stu ents to emonstrate
constraints and the lease agreement, Undergraduate Student Governme~t I their competence. in academic areas
hiring more custodians is unlikely. '. I that CUNY faculty deems necessary
Both the Board of Health and the Braulio Medina at last Tuesday's I in order to successfully complete
usa general meeting. Medina and a II upper level courses.
Occupational Safety and Health
said female student conducted a sample I In general the CPE will tests stu-
Administration have recently' been t. survey of the school's bathrooms in i dents' skills in reading and interpret-
. contacted, and a formal complaint h b ildi d rted th di I ing certain reading selections orga-
But a solution was not as easily '. eac UI 109, an repo e IS-! .. . . '
=;I~:~;=-:·-~od:O:J4~~:x.H--~i~ed-~r!lie()~~~~IA~-Uc~::O~$;e=!~~~j =:~~~=£~=;
c e states: an soap or Simi ar d be dlv sittina In ] d . h d hBrunson, ..It is the leasor's responsi-. . pene to unexpecte y sittmg In I presente m grap san c arts. There
. cleansing agents shall be provided.". . 'II be h d c: th . th
bility to take care of the facilities.". .. on the meeting, stated that he had WI t ree ates lor e exam, ey
Section 191O. 14 I(d )(2)(11) says: bee f the 't ti b are Thursday Oct 12 Friday Oct J3
Brunson agreed to speak to the lea- uEach lavatory shall be provided nldunawatakre o. ~I ua 10~, ut and Saturday Oct~ 14~ .
sor, but there is another aspect to the . . wou now e immediate action to Alth h th CPE d I t lik. With hot and cold runrung water, or oug e soun sao I e
problem. 'd." S· correct it. the WAT test, (the reading, writing,
tepi runmng water. ecnon _
"There is only one janitor during 135.I3(d) of the New York City
the day at the 18th street building,", See STUDENTS, Page 3
Women's bathroom on the 12th floor of the 18th sheet bulking•.New
York City Health Code 135.13(d) states "Bathrooms shall be kept. In sani-
tary manner. (photolVanesSa Witenko) '-
By Vanessa Witenko
News Editor
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After three articles published in The
Ticker regarding the unsanitary bath-
room facilities at Baruch College, the
~''"'~:' issue was brought to the attention of
.. ..Kar.lSCbmid., assistmt v-U:e.president.
. j
ofcampusfacilities and operations,
and Bill Brunson, administration
superi ntendent.
The two were introduced to the
bathroom environment that most stu-
dents deal with every day. A quick
look into the women's 14th floor








By Weishi William Wang
Contributing Writer
On Sept. 21st, City College was
host to the third annual CUNY
University Student Senate Scholastic
Merit Awards dinner. The USS.
which oversees all CUNY college
students governments, funded this
scholarship awards. Two or three stu-
dents were selected as award winners .
from each CUNYoollege. New York
Slate' Comptroller Carl McCall gave
a speech to the awardees, which
included two Baruch students: Moah
Son and Rami! Cabela, undergradu-
ate and graduate students respective-
ly.
Family members, college administra-
tive representatives-as well as offi-
cials from CUNY---QI11e to observe
the event.
To apply, the scholarship applicants
had to include their transcript and
three letters of recommendation from
professors, administrators and/or
employers. Extracurricular accom-
plishments as well as a 1,000 word
essay were required. Most of the
scholarship recipients had GPAs ofat
least 3.5 or higher. including some
recipients who had perfect 4.0 GPAs.
Mr. Shamsul Haque, Chair of the
scbolarships and USS VICe Chair of
Fiscal Affairs, who read the appli-
cants' essays, declared that."it was a
lot of reading...but I enjoyed it."
When asked whether.he could recall
a particularly notable student, Mr.
Haque was unable to, except to say
that all of them were exceptlonal stu-'
dents;"This is the best of CUNY."
. Mizanoor R. Biswas, USS
Chairman, agreed with Mr. Haque,
who congratolatedthe··studentS bY
saying "Along with the families"
friends, peers. and administrators, I
too am proud' of your achievements
in receiving the award.'" Students
were presented their awards and
scholarship checks by Mizanoor
Biswas, Chairperson of USS, and
See BARUCH, Page 3
By Ijeorma Matthew
Contributing Writer
During the month of
October, the Baruch College Student
Health will be doing its part to raise
awareness among the student popula-
tion for breast cancer and domestic
violence.
The Health Centerwill also be
WOrking with ttie Counseling Center
on the t,th flOor of 360 PA to deal
. with.issues ofdtxnestic~P*­
ticularly·date and acquaintance' rape.
Both wilt be promoting clisal$$ion·
and awareness about fhiscjfien.··
hushedcrime..
According to the Ameriean'CariCer
Society; mcstwomen discover IUiaps
in theirbFeasts by. conducting month-
Iy·bn!ast-se~~'Jt:is also;
the bestdefense' apinst the disease.
Early detection due to monthly
exams .can. mean .. the . difference
between life and death. ACS stresses
that the best way to be sure and safe
is by performillg these examinations.
Students can obtain numerous
pamphlets and ·liteI'atUR about how
to conduct a breast self-examination,
as well as the importance of getting
in the habit of doing monthly exami-
nations. Experts stress that although
most cases of cancer are found in
women over 40, women as young as
20 are not risk-free. Women ages 20
to 39 should have a clinical breast
examination by a' doctor or a nurse
every three years and should conduct
self-examinations every ·mooth. The
Health Center does not ower screen-
ing. for breast caocer' but they wiD
refer concerned stUdents to centers
that .-e better C<NiJpd to perform .
thatiype ofservic&, ..
Every .three milUitesa woman
learns !hat she'has breast cancer. In
the United States, alone 182,800 will
be diagnosed, and of those, 41,200
Will die: TheSe statistiCS{Obta1ned·
from the American Cancer Society)
are extremely startling. .Here are
some more asaonisbiAgstatistics: The .
~can Cancer &leiety has.fiJnded.
more than one billion dollars in
breest cancer research over the last
decade. Just last year the American
Cancer Society (ACS) provided over. .
sixteen million dollars for research
grants in New York City alone. That
is why the American Cancer Society
is sponsoring the Making Strides
Against Breast Cancer Walk on
October 15th 2000. Baruch College
and the Office ofStudent Life is Urg-
ing the student population to get
involved in the fight apinst this pr0-
Iific killer.
Baruch·, College ~. G*Ie. a COIl-
sciOus effort for~ 1•• "11 cancer
cause duri . the paa;....
~.- ~
Carla ·1.aSablofthe 08iCe ofStudent
Life would like t~ COIIIiDUe t9~e
~h College's~Iq felt at the
walk;,' Thewalkis'a~~ve
five mile walk that helpS' to raise
money for research.
"Last year there ~.·about 200
members' inVolved in' tD€WB1i," 'said
laSala of the Baruch ..... who
participated 'on behalf of Team
BarudL Shealso meAlieM...·seme
have returned to take pan intbe walk
this year with the college. The ACS
stresses that breast cancer.is DOt sole-
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Center (SACC) believe that students have noth-
ing to worry about.
"Students should not be afraid of taking this
test," said Gene Pearson-Gray, a SEEK liaison
to the coordinator at SACC and coordinator of
added, "There is no soap in the women's bath-
room on the 14th floor of 360 PAS. The toilet
paper rack is broken so there's no toilet paper,
and no bin for the disposal of sanitary napkins.
Also, many stalls have missing door locks so'
you have to hold the door shut while you try to
go to the bathroom:' A nurse who was adminis-
tering MMR vaccinations exclaimed, "What
kind of place is this? No soap in the bath-
room!"
the workshops. "They already have the skills
and this is a more formal opportunity to show
[CUNY] what you've learned," she continued.
SACC has prepared a series of workshops to
help students get accommodated with the exam
and give them an idea ofwhat to look for when
taking it. There were three workshops sched-
uled last week and there will be three work-
shops scheduled for this week; Tuesday from
6pmto 8pm, Wednesday from 2pm to 4pm and
Thursday from 12pm to 2pm.
The workshops are broken into three sections,
the first section is led by Pearson-Gray and
focuses on the overall breakdown of the CPE.
The second and third sections will focus on the
writing and reading portions of the exam and
are led by staff from the Writing Center.
According to Pearson-Gray attendance at the
..workshops.have not been staggering.orencour-
aging. there were about 20 ·to 23 students in
attendance over a period of two days in a room
that could accommodate about 100.
Anyone interested in attending the workshops
only need to show up. The workshops will take
place in room 1304B at the 18 street building.
Stall door In women's bathroom on the 15th
floor of the 18th street building. New.York
City Health Code 135.13(d) states "the toilets
shilil be In good repair. (photoN......
Wftenko)
,( Administrators seem to be ignoring repeated
.'-- .-~ . -- . -. . '., _. . -. -. -. " -, . .-.
calls to a£tion, and are instead laking their time.
It has been three weeks since the meeting with
Schmid and Brunson, and still no improve-
ments have been made.
exceed 4S credits during Fall 2000.
Of these, only transfer students from outside
of CUNY with 60 or more credits are required
to take the exam this month, the rest. are
"strongly urged" and "advised" respectively. -
At press time, not all students had been made
aware of the proficiency exam. Only a few had
received a letter informing them of the exam
and urging them to register as soon as possible.
The letter also tells students that they will
receive further information on the exam after
they have registered.
Students were mixed in their reactions to the
new academic test.WhiJe many found the news
startling, many were not worried about it.
"It's good in a. way," said Saira Khan, a
sophomore. "It's a way to assess yourself, to
find out whether or not your skill level is up to
standard.
As unfazed as some students may sound there
are still those that feel that being tested once
more is useless.
.411 shouldn't be necessary because if you
already .proved yourself in your classes .and
have been able to accumulate at least 4S credits
then you should not have to take it," said
Kandace Vialva, freshman.
While some students might find this news
somewhat frightening, those coordinating
workshops at the Student Academic Counsel ing
Information" - "Campus Facilities and
Operations Service Request."
Many students did not hesitate to voice their
complaints when asked in person about the
bathroom conditions. "The bathrooms in the
18th street building smell so bad,~ said Karen
Goodridge, a sophomore. "There's no tissue
paper. It's nasty! I never see anybody cleaning
the bathrooms. It's not fair to students." Senior
Joanne Serieaux agreed with Goodridge' and
age· in the" buildiog(s) that he visited..~I~Jeaders.-- . '
then stated that the govemmentprovides -- At the conculsion of the awards nistJt, after
enOugh funding so that the roofs on Rikers the group pictures. of McCall and the winners
Island doesn't leak. saying that more·moAey is were1aken,· Moah··was asked~ "So, what areyou
spent for jails. instead of for higher eduCation. going to __witbthe check?""Sbe paused for a
"[We are] not doing enough to build up public second and then s8id "....I'm going to go shop-
colleges," He endedhis speech by saying "I am ping and buy SOQldhing nice [for myselt]••.and
delighted and comm~ you and wish' you then, I'll put the rest in the bank."
Godspeed as you go to be some of our future
First, students may call Brunson at (212) 802-
2.179 or 802-2680. The other alternative is to
go through the Baruch College website.
Students or faculty wishing to make a com-
plaint should fill out a request form found at
. "About Baruch". "Administration
• ttl" ,.. ".... "".1''- or,,'" r~' ~ ~ , - .' - , , ~ .- .,. .- .. " -
- -- - ~ _.- --- - - - . - ~ -- .- - - ~ ....- - -
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parts, called tasks, over a 3-hour period.
Students are given 2 hours to finish the first
task, which requires students to read a 6 to 8
page selection before the exam and then a one
to one and halfpage seJection on the day ofthe
exam. Once both selections have been read the
student is then asked to contrast and 'compare
the two and relate them to their own personal
experience.
Analyzing and interpreting a chart or graph
and text make up the second task, which is
given a I-hour time limit. A brief reading pas-
sage as well as two charts or graphs will be
given on the same topics. Students will then be
ask to state the claim the reading selection is
making and whether.or not the graphs or charts
support the claim.
As ofFall 2000, those who must take the CPE
include transfer students-from-outside-CUNY
who enter senior colleges with 60 or more cred-
its, transfer students fonn outside CUNY who
enter senior colleges with 45-69 credits, and
students at senior or community colleges who
entered in fall i 1999 and who will reach or
Students' Complaints Fallon Deaf Ears
Continuedfrom front
and math test that all CUNY students are
required to take in order to be admitted into a
ICUNY col~), it is not the~e exam.
IExam Workshops Taking Place This Week
Baruch Honors Student Advisory Board; VICe
President of finance atAIESEC, an,internation-
al non-profit student exchange program;"
Treasurer ofGolden Key Society; a member on
the Baruch women's varsity volleyball team;
and volunteer with Junior Achievement ofNY.
She is currently an intern at Philip Morris,
working in the tax divisiOn.
Ramil L. Cabela is a graduate student whose
current field of stu4y is Health Care
Administration. He is a member of the
American Association of Critical Care Nurses,
. and is a' Certified _Advanc~ Cardiac Li&. ''''''..
. Support Provider.ameJa was class vaJedi~-
an and'graduated cum I8ude from the College_ ..
of Nursing, the UniversitY· of Philippine.'
Working for Empire" BlUe" Cross arid BIUe-"
Shield as Senior Plan Case Manager, cabeia.
ensures that his patients."receive quality care ·in
the most appropriate.. and cost-effective set-
tings." He writes "I dream of forming a non-
profit consulting group that will utilize the
internet in providing leading edge solutions to
health care problems."
New York State Comptroller Carl McCall
gave a speech at the awards on the need for
higher education and' funding for public col-
leges. When McCall recently visited Medgar
Evers College, he stated that he saw water leak-
- . ~-











lives of entire families and it is likely that in
one's lifetime one will be affected by the disease
through .a diagnosis, a family member or
~ an acquaintance. The walk on October
1S is a way to take the issue of awareness to
the public spectrum,
"It makes a statement that Baruch is aware of
breast cancer," said Carla LaSala when ques-
tioned about the reasons why Baruch students
should take part in the walk. She also enthusi-
astically stresses that becoming part of Team
Baruch is open to entire Baruch College com-
munity. She invites interested students to get
friends and family to take part in the walk. "It
.shows a solidarity, it shows that we as a com-
munity are involved and want to help fight,"
said LaSala.
There should be approximately the same num-
ber of students - about 200 - participating in
this year's walk. Baruch College High School is
also taking an active part in this year's walk.
LaSala said "there are quite a few people inter-
ested in becoming team leaders." President
Regan will provide T-shirts to be distributed to
the participants.
There is no minimum pledge to walk but every
little bit counts in helping the ACS in achieving
its goal of doubling the number of lives saved' Continued From Front
from breast cancer. The Society also wants to 1 .. . .
continue to fund research that helps to develop It would be helpful If students complained
drugs. lik~ tamoxifen, which have been p~ven I· about such problems, for there is no regular
effec~lve m the fight. Of course, the ultimate check-up on the facilities," stated Brunson.
goal IS to find a cure for breast cancer. These . ..... .
annual walks during the month of October have There are two options for making a complaint.
helped to fund not only research but early detec-
tion programs, cancer awareness programs, and
support services for patients and their famil;",c::.
It is very easy to get involved. Inter.....4~ stu-
dents need only visit the Office of Student Life
on the 15th floor of 360 PAS to obtain a pam-
phlet and registration form. for more ilJform~-:
tion contact Carla LaSala. in room IS 13 in the '.
same building. There is a flexible deadline of
October 5th for registration with Team Baruch.
LaSala assures students that they can drop by
the office for registration forms at anytime
before the walk. October 5th is just the date to
ensure that you receive a T-shirt for your partic-
ipation. If you are unable to walk on October
15th you can still participate by sending dona-
tions to the American Society.
"It's a tremendous thing," said Marlon Fanner,
a Junior about the importance in taking part in
an event like the Breast Cancer walk.
"It's a powerful experience. It's fun to do and' .
it gives you a feeling of community. It's a pos-
itive response," said LaSala of the experiences
past Baruch students have had participating in
the walks. "It's fun to do and it gives you a feel-
ing of community."
Continuedfrom front
had their photos taken with an USS official.
After the presentation, everyone lined up for
a gourmet dinner which included marinated
chicken, and steak.
In addition to their family members' atten-
dance: at the awards, Baruch students Moab Son
and Ramil'Cabela, . were accompanied by
Ronald Aaron, Baruch's Associate Dean of
.Students. The awards selection process, Aaron
explained, required that Baruch select the top
four undergraduates and top two graduates and
then forward the names to USS, which chases
the two finalists. "[These two] are the super-
stars" Aaron exclaims.
Moab Son, Junior, majoring in accounting, is
a Baruch honors student. With a flawless 4.0
GP~ she also participates in many extracurric-
ular activities. Maoh is the co-founder of
o.
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We offer real opportunities:
• To work side by side with business partners on technology that brings creative
business strategies to life.
• To be part of a team of dynamic, bright people who will challenge you and the
technology you develop to make the most of business opportunities.
• To develop in a fast-paced yet supportive environment that welcomes new people
and ideas.
Goldman, Sachs & Co. is a leading global investment banking and securities. firm, providing
a full range of investment and financial services to corprations, governments, institutions
and individuals worldwide.
The Technology Division offers undergraduates unique opportunities to create the technology
that is reshaping the world's financial markets.
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to register voters is Oct 13th. "Anyone who
wants to help out is more than welcome."
That's an open invitation to call (212) 802-
6791 and get involved with this under-promot-
ed cause. The second contest is to see which
school has students that actually vote! There
may be a stub that the Board of Election can
give to the voters so it may later be collected.
Some people just don't vote!
That's right and Ellis has something to say
about the non-voter population (those who
don't vote even though they're eligible to) as
well' as the ineligible population. He has no
intention of leaving out the latter from the
entire effort. He plans to reach out to the immi-
grants and those who haven't attained citizen-
ship to help them with their situation and give
them options. He even mentioned the presence
of a couple of lawyers on campus in the near
future. As far as the non-voters go. he simply
says, Politicians love them. "Ifyou don't vote
when you do have an issue. no one's going to
care since you didn't put them in office:'
explains Ellis. "You really control politicians.
It doesn't matter whether they're honest or
no-- they'll do everything to get re-elected."
authors." "The books are gone," says Ellis, "so
I'm excited about that." Impressed yet? There's
more...
Who will pay for it?
. Alas, the inevitable question. Ellis admits.
"This [project] calls for the largest possible
pool of money." But he had ideas. For the fund-
ing of this collection, he and Jessica wrote a
proposal and presented it to Dean Aaron. He in
turn took it to the Auxiliary Enterprise
Corporation. This is the body that controls or
oversees the money generated by the business-
es at Baruch (such as vending machines, book-
store etc.) In addition, the Undergraduate
Student Government (USG) will match the
funds donated by the Auxiliary Enterprise
Corporation. The idea is to add more books
each year and at the same time make the inflow
of funds a permanent thing. Even though USG
has approved the program, Ellis is even talking
to Barnes and Noble about matching funds or
giving a significant discount on the books.
He is also very realistic. The project is budget-
ed for no less than $600, which he hopes will
multiply in the coming years. "the idea is to
build gradually," says Ellis. "You plant a seed
and let it grow."
Cross-Pollination?
What's he doing right now? This definitely needs further explanation!
Right now, he's working on the CUNY You see, Edward Ellis is an advocate of inte-
Legislative Action Plan. It's a program with the gration- integration of ideas and people. of
goal of registering all the eligible voters in duties, and of achieving an overalbjoint Baruch
CUNY, to bring them information on issues community. So, he's optimistic about what he
and candidates, and to essentially help them get calls "cross-pollination", or a mixing of all
to the voting booth. There are four components group efforts to help each other out. For exam-
to this plan: voter registration, education, pie, he says he'd like to see The Ticker and
.empowerment and .. .mohilization, .E.llis ~~G ..~.Qr:~J.n.&l'O.8~~h~~,_~~t but n~t ..Ie~t, he
describes the voter education component as a gives all the credit to .Jessica and .Deaa Aaron
contest between schools. The school that reg- for projects like the Student Cultural Education
isters the most number of voters on campus is Collection. He asserts, ~4It wouldn't have hap-
designated a "political power," The deadline pened without [them]."
Rabbi Ian Azlzollahoff blowing the Shofar.
The Rabbi gave a lecture at Baruch on the
true meaning of Rosh Hashanah.
(PhotolFrank Mongbe)
everyone to just come together and rejoice
about the past year," adds another member of
the club, "it's a time for spiritual reflection."
Rosh Hashanah and the teachings of Judaism
try to convey the message that no matter who
we are in this world, we are all connected as
one. We are no different from each other and
we should never treat anyone else differently. If
God did not come on earth to judge others, then
who are we to take up on God's work? Rosh
Hashanah. unlike New Years Eve in ..Times
Square. gives us the opportunity to reflect on
who we truly are as human beings, what our
purpose on earth is and why we go through
life's everyday's struggles. It gives us some- .
thing to be grateful for. It makes us think ofour
actions and their consequences. It celebrates
life and the glorification of who we truly are,
not who we are perceived to be.
TICKER FEATURES OCTOBER 10" 2000
which is the official governance for CUNY stu-
dents and is made up ofdelegates from each of
the twenty schools. Baruch. like all other senior
colleges has two: one for part-time and the
other for full-time students. Our fellow student
here holds vice-chair for legislative affairs. As
a matter of fact, he's even runningfor chairman
of the USS.
Let's go on to Toastmaster's International.
For those of you who don't know what this
club is about, it is a ground for speakers to
gather and you guessed it, make speeches.
From novices and those merely interested to
professional and accomplished speakers,
Toastmaster's attracts all sorts of speakers.
Ellis recommends this club to everyone who
has the time and raves about the supportive and
positive environment one is exposed to.
od ending with Yom Kippur that is the most
solemn of the Jewish calendar. Rosh Hashanah
and Yom Kippur are known as the High Holy
Days. The difference between them is that the
former is more of a celebration while the latter
is a time when one asks for forgiveness and
repents for one's sins.
Rosh. Hashanah is the day of remembrance
and the sounding of the ram 's horn (the
Shofar). These two characteristics, interwoven
with the theme of the proclamation of God's
kingship. are the major components of the New
Year's observance in Judaism. The Shofar
comes from a story told in the Bible. It repre-
sents the hom of the animal sacrificed in
Isaac's place when God tested Abraham's faith
by asking him to sacrifice his only son. "The
blowing of the hom signifies an awakening of
your inner most self," said Rabbi Ian. "It's to
shed pride and become humble," he adds.
Another symbol of this holiday is to dip apples
in honey - the signifying of a sweet New Year
and good things to come in the following year.
"Rosh Hashanah is about remembering what
we did in the past year and being grateful of it,
it's about celebrating and rejoicing. Unlike
Yom Kippur, which is about suffering and
being repentful for what we have done. that's'
-the time we ask for forgiveness," says Rabbi
Ian.
The Hillel club sponsored this event.
President Jessica Rubenstein remarks. "Rosh
Hashanah is basically the beginning of a new
year for Jews. Since the Jewish calendar and
the American calendar are so different, our
New Year comes earlier," She then comments
on the Hillel Club declaring that is one of the
most prominent clubs at Baruch with over 700





Whose picture is that?
Well. he is one of Baruch's delegates for the
University Student Senate. He is the vice-pres-
ident of the Undergraduate Student
Government for Legislative Affairs. He's asso-
ciated with Toastmaster s International. He
plans to join the Archery Club. What's that? He





Baruch Celebrates Rosh Hashanah
A collection of books on culture?
You got it. At the end of the last school year,
Ellis, Jessica Zhou and Dean Aaron worked on
a project to introduce the Student Cultural
Education Collection. Just name a topic on
human culture and they plan to have it - from
diversity and relations between cultures, to
sexuality and cuisine to name a few. Ellis
remarks, "The purpose is to have books that are
chosen by students themselves so that a part of
diversity is infused into academia." He
believes that the best projects are those that
have inputs ofan eclectic nature. i.e. input from
several groups. For example. each club could
Edward Ellis speaks on the phone In his suggest one book. Also, Ellis claims that "we
USG offiCi. EIAsTSRiiirilng forcliilmiaifof ... dfdn-'t· ~im+t QJkure to etRRicity.'~he.-ceRtf'aJ
USS. (PhOtcilDaiviaa Ran'gsii-atanakUl)' -. idea is to have an kinds ofculture represented,
including those which are not represented
What's with all these long names? through clubs. In short, Ellis has in mind a col-
Let's start with the University Student Senate. lection written by "an incredible spectrum of
--_.- ----- - --
.Traditionally, the beginning of a New Year
falls on January 1st, however religiously, the
dawn of a New Year varies from culture to cul-
ture. The Hindus celebrate the new year in
October and the celebration is called "Diwali".
For the Muslims -it·s at the beginning of the
year and the celebration is called "Id Al Fitr".
The Jewish New Year, however. came at sunset
on September 29th of this year and is called
"Rosh Hashanah".
Many students and members of the Hillel
Club (a Jewish Club at Baruch) gathered at the
Window Lounge on the 15th floor of 360 PAS
to celebrate their new year. The celebration and
atmosphere was quite different than that of
Times Square on December 3 I st. During the
celebration, Rabbi Ian Azizollahofllt gave a
lecture on the true meaning of Rosh Hashanah
and students had an opportunity to speak with
him on several issues concerning Judaism.
Rather than being just another celebration, the
afternoon for most students was a time of intro-
spection. taking a look into their lives 'and
examining their behavior for the year that just
passed by as well as the one about to come.
"It was believed that the world was created
5,761 years ago," said Rabbi Ian AzizollahofT
at the ceremony. "'We ofcourse believe that the
world was created and destroyed many times
before that, but the beginning of this lifetime
came 5.761 years ago," he later defended his
statement.
The Rosh Hashanah Jewish New Year is cel-
ebrated on the first and second days of the
Jewish month of Tishri. It begins with the
observance of the Ten Penitential Days, a peri-
-_. ---..--_._...._---_._- -----_ ... _----_._-----_ .. -- . ~_._----. _.
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YOUNG PROFESSIONALS CAREER EVENINGS
Monthly
5:30-7:00 pm September 2000 - May 200 1
Newman Institut. Young ProftnSiona/s Career Evening$
A series of eight monthly hour-tonq presentations and
discussions, over sandwiches and sodas, with young teed-
ers at the Teal estate industry in New York. These evenings
are especialiy planned for Baruch/Newman Institute stu-
dents considering careers in real estate. Each. presentation
highlights a different component of the metropolitan area$
real estate industry.
Watch .for dates on each month's poster announcement
For more information and to RSVP
call Sara HUska at 212/802-5940 or
e-mail: sl'Jrtchilska@baruch.cuny.edu
Tuesday, October 17, 2000
5:30-7:00pm
CAREER EVENING
Held at 137 East 22nd Street, Room 206
Come join a roundtable discussion on
RESIDENTIAL BROKERAGE
-Leern about different kinds of real estate jobs
-Ask questions about what you would be doing on
the day you start work
-Meet both recent college graduates and the prime
young leadership of the real estate industry
Young Professionals
Career Evening
THE STEVEN L. NEWMAN
REAL ESTATE INSTITUTE
4
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• •• •• •! BRRUCH HERLTH NETWORK i
: PRESENTS :
I •
I •• •· (, .
I •• •I· •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •: On Campus :• •i Monday October 16, 2000 i
i LAST CHANCE !
• •
: Call To Make Reservations !
• •• •: CALL 212-S02-6770 :
: or 212-S02-6776 : r
• •....•....~..~~~.......................•
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I think a classifieds sec-
tion would be useful. Also a list-
ing of possible internships and
jobs... that would attract a lot of students.
Include what's going on in the workforce,
what jobs are
o
around etc cuz a lot of people are
seniors. How about the Board of Ed. and
CUNY - what new ideas they have and are
bringing forth. What's going on with differ-
ent clu bs, what programs they're work-
ing on etc. Overall I like it ... I
alWays pick it up.
It is good but it has more ads
than articles ... It would be nice to see
more entertainment, and perhaps a
calender of upcoming concerts ...
Overall it's good and I like it. The
articles are well written.
Compiled by Adam Ostaszewski and Jasleen Rana
I get it every week. I
like it, I enjoy it. Some of the arti-
cles focus too much on racial issues. It
would be cool if there would be different
races different weeks and not the same thin
over, the same complaining over and over. It's
boring to read. I wish it were more on the posi-
tive things than the negative things.The thing
with the Bursar's Office I thought it was
really awesome. I loved that...they did
change a little bit.
I'read it on occasion. I think a lot
of the articles are not thought provok-
ing enough. I understand there's no faculty
. advisor ... I also understand that there is a very
good journalism dept here. So why isn't the
ticker a project of the journalism dept? Better
writers and current events is something that the
paper really lacks. The Baruch college commu-
nity is New York City, so you have a lot
that's going on here. I would profile a
professor or club every
issue ... profi Ie students.
I read every issue. Jon Mi n n er t s
comments and articles are very inter-
esting ... I'd like to see more than one
page of the b.u.s.i n.e.s s s ec.tIo.n , Sh o.u ld the
Ticker cover events outside of school?
No, leave it as a campus newspaper.
We need something that tells us what
goes on in Baruch; nothing outside
of Baruch unless it affects us.
TICKER FEATURES OCTOBER 10, 2000
YOU11lINKII JJEJfRTlEIC YOlJRE4DTC
WE ASKED some Baruch students these
questions:
* Do you read the Ticker?
* What do you think of it?
* What would you like to see in it?
* Any suggestions °for improving the paper?
I skimmed through the
first issue... I think it's pretty
.good.,., I would.like.to.see-mor-e-info
on travel opportunities and study
abroad programs. Some of the articles
could be spell-checked a little better. There
should be trays when you first come in so
[the Ticker] would be a little more acces-
sible. Also, some of the sexual prob-
lems are funny but some of them I
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of us are unfortunate enough to be hurled onto
the tracks of one of these monsters by some
whacko denizen of subwayland. Fact remains:
this is an outdated disgrace to today's technol-
ogy. If we can send emaiIs from palm-sized
gadgets and track a person by his social securi-
ty number, then surely we can materialize the
decades-old fantasy of...you got it..."beaming
up". Try to conceive of the exponential growth
in productivity and hours that can be carried
over to vacation time!
Come to think of it, there is no greater waste
than the waste of precious seconds ticking by,
lost forever in the humming of the trains. As
thinking beings with a sense of reason and jus-
tice, we the fed-up citizens ofsubwayland must
appeal to the knowledgeables ofsociety to help
salvage any further drainage oflife. (As iftaxes
weren't sacrifice enough....) So till I hear
someone say, "Beam us up. dude", I assume we
can look forward to more hours of jostling.
bumping. prodding and nodding offon the 7, 6





Bye Bye Metro Card ... "Beam Us Up!"
.
This is a proposal to our scientific
community. The time has come. Things have
gone too far. In fact, everything needs to come
to a stop until this specific issue is resolved.
That's right. ..all scientists - and I mean every
one of them, from physicists and neurologists
to doctors and bioengineers - need to take a
break from their respective projects and con-
centrate on this one. Fine, I'll quit beating
about the bush. What we need, URGENTLY,
is an akemative to subway commutes. I don't
mean-the occasional hopping on for a couple
ofstops. I'm referring to the hours-gobbling,
extensive, redundant ordeal that human beings
in New York City have to suffer DAILY.
Come on! We~re part of the Big Apple...peo-
pie from allover the world come to see us in
action. And how do we spend one-fifth ofour
waking hoUrs? Sitting...no wait...balancing on
a bellowing vehicle that rattles our bones and
brains to the core. (I shudderat the after
effects emerging 10 years down the road.)
Some of us are fortunate enough to be sleep
deprived so we can drift into our semi-con-
science and save our conscious selves the
relentless vibrations. On the other hand, some
~ .
Another «Illy In Hell for commutera evwwhere. (PhotoIW...... WI...... Wang)
By Franck Mongbe
level of consciousness on this matter. In fact,
the number of writers interested in giving their
opinions tripled in less than a week. To 'all of
the people that are tired of thinking the same
way others do just because society dictates it, I
applaud you.
The question, "Is he mad?" has become a
litany to "my followers." How can I deny them
by refuting the rumors that I am quite mad but
if you think I'm giving them an excuse to say,
"here is another angry kid who is mad at the
world," then you are mistaking! I am not in the
street yelling "anarchy" or shooting people in
schools or pushing people out of buildings. The
anger that I hold on certain issues is simply
inspirational for me. It gives me a contempla-
tive outlook on issues and from that state I
draw whatever solutions or opinions I think is
best for me. Maybe a lot of you are like me; at
first I held my ideas and opinions very private-
ly, but after I started writing for this section I
found this exuberant freedom that brought my
ideas and opinions to the surface. This new
found freedom does not mean that I will deal
irrationally with the issues that 1 am handling,
aBut let's not stray away from the subject. I
do not condone suicide no matter how I regard
the act itself. I am asking people to properly
read the piece before they make comments. I
am especially asking the people that are con-
templating suicide who read my article and
thought I suggested suicide as the ultimate hon-
orable act, to seek professional help in or out of
school, because the last thing I want to do is
send someone to his or her death.
Helpline•••
Baruch problem.
The time has come to put an end to the
belief that those who seek help are weak
and that those who do choose suicide are
"brave:' The truth of the matter is that sui-
cide is not an act of bravery, but an act of
desperation. There is no reason to believe
that we cannot or should not seek the help
of our peers in these most desperate times.
We, as a community, all share in the same
trials and tribulations. The idea that one
should solve hi-s or her problems on their
own is becoming a thing of the past. The
belief that others are too busy or preoccu-
pied with their own problems to listen and
help you with yours is deceptive; it is
deceptive because this belief arises directly
from the
depression that causes one to contemplate
suicide. The truth of the matter is that most
people are willing to help or at least point
you in the right: direction of where you can
get help.
If you or a fellow student are having feel-
ings of suicide or just need to talk to some-
one about anything at all, there is a place
where you can go. In the 360 PAS building,
in room 1548, there is a place known as
HELPLINE. This office is filled with fel-
low students who have gone through spe-
cial training and are able to help you cope
with the many hardships that you may be
going through. We are here to lend you an
ear or a shoulder to cry on in a relaxed and
confidential setting: College life, especial-
ly here at Baruch can often be rough, stress-
ful and frustrating. We at HELPLINE can
be your support, lean on us if you need to.
TICKER OP-EDS OCTOBER 10, 2000
Final Reply to Suicide
(Check the Last Issue)
Suicide is very serious and should not be
taken lightly. So those ofyou who believed that
I was negatively bias, I ask you to go back to
The Ticker issue and read the piece again. You
will see that I was not really dealing with sui-
. e but with the rumors that surroun
Helpline's Response to Suicide
school. I also talked about a side of suicide that
had become oblivious to the public. Judging by
the many oral responses I have received after
writing my opinionated editorial in the last
issue of the Ticker, I have decided to put out a
response of my own. I have been labeled a pro-
moter of suicide by many and an appalling and
irresponsible writer by others. But how am I
culpable for these hasty charges? All I did was
to dissuade a few rumors, insinuate a few
hypotheses and simply say what I think suicide
represents to me. If I knew that the people in
Baruch were so close-minded before, I would
have started writing for the Op-eds a long time
ago. Another thing I have just discovered about
the Baruch population is that no matter how
predominant the racial diversity is, the moral
ethics are unquestionably the same; same
close-minded-remarks were repeatedly made to-
me during the two weeks that elapsed since our
last issue. Is it possible for people to discern
between social conformity and individual
emancipation? I seriously doubt that possibility
in Baruch. I am just asking people to tolerate
the different opinions I want to share. Unless
the opinion is completely idiotic, I think the
Op-eds should be allowed to inform you on the
different array of ideas we have in the school.
I would be exaggerating if I said that every-
one in Baruch is close-minded.lfI should men-
tion that I was praised by some for waking the
Baruch College is located within a city-
where the term "individualism" has become
the popular way of life. "Its all right... I
can handle it," is often the attitude. The
idea that a strong person should be classi-
fied as an individual who can solve his or
her own problems, whether. they are acade-
mic, financial, social or personal, is most
often false. Not all problems can be solved,
or are best solved on your own. In fact, the
opposite is often true, problems are best
solved through teamwork. The individualis-
tic view of solving problems yourself, espe-
cially those of a social and/or personal
nature, is often self-destructive.
A prime example of how trying to tackle
problems on your own can best be seen in a
previous Ticker article. We ~ere told of
how fellow student, Man Lam, took soci-
ety's individualistic view, tragically ended
her own life. However, the tragedy did not
cease there. What added even more to the
tragedy is that in /"
that same article, it seemed as though this
sort of behavior is becoming a common
practice! Suicide, the taking of one's own
life, is something that is becoming common
place in our school.
The tragedy of this latest suicide is two-
fold. The first being the death of Man Lam,
the second being Baruch's handling of the
situation. Baruch College has taken a very
passive stance on addressing this issue.
Something needs to be done other than nail-
ing down windows and putting alarms on
the fire escapes. It is understandable that
the University is out to maintain its image
of being a reputable institution, but the
needs of its students must be met. Whether
or not the previous incidences occurred
because of Baruch related stress, it is still a
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Undergrads, Tested to Death?
"The CUNY Proficiency Examination requires students to demonstrate their com-
petence in aspects ofacademic literacy that the CUNYfaculty considers important
jOr success in upper division studies. "
"It's a way to assess yourself, to find out whether
or not your skill level is up to standard, "
- Saira Khan,
Baruch Sophomore on the CUNY Proficiency Exam
So it is written in an informative handout made by the Office ofAcademic Affairs
at CUNY and given to students after they have registered to take this exam that has
been unexpectantly dumped into their laps.
Once again students are asked to prove their writing, reading and interpretative
skills after having done so through 45 credits worth ofclasses. Perhaps they have
already proved "their competence in aspects ofacademic literacy." Ifthey had not,
then would they have made it this far into their academic careers?
The need to prove themselves once more can be a bit infuriating to those who felt
that their last proficiency exam were the SATs.
Could CUNY be anymore redundant? Taking another exam after you have
already taken the CUNY entrance exam does not make sense.
Ifa student has already proven that they can make it into Baruch or any other
senior college, why is it necessary to once again-but them on the spot and ask them
to demonstrate their skills?
It has been said that this is an effort by CUNY to raise the standards even fur-
ther and perhaps it can be seen this way, but why wait to cut the fat after it has
already been let into the system.
If anything, the filtering should begin at the start. The CUNY entrance exam
should serve as the mesh that would separate those that belong in senior colleges
and those that do not, instead ofJ·ust being the preliminary hurdle that students
wouldjump. -
It is understandable that students need to be kept on their toes, but setting up this
proficiency exam as a Damoclean sword is unfair. In reality it is the job ofthe fac-
ulty to make sure that students are able to perform up to the level of "upper-divi-
sion studies".
Are the standards falling to sub-par levels because the students are not per-
forming up to their levels or is this happening because ofthe apathy ofthe faculty
who have nothing to gain or lose because of their lofty status as tenured profes-
sors.
I~ the en~, what is act.ually gained by passing such an exam ifa student does pass
this e~am. Wh~t ~oes It say about them? Does this mean that they are good enough
to be In a prestigious college such as Hunter or Baruch? Or is it a reflection ofhow
well the faculty has been able to mold and instill such knowledge into a student?
Or perhaps the question that needs to be answered is whether it is the students
that should be tested or the faculty and its curriculum? _
Established in 1932
- £. - -
The o~inionsex~ressedo~ ~e Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily.~resentthe opinions of The TIcker editorial staff. The TIcker accepts only
typewntten and Signed oplIDon pieces of no more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publication of Op-Ed articles is contingent upon an editorial board vote. Letters
must be no more that 350 words, typewritten and signed. Unsigned letters will not be published. However, when appropriate, names will be withheld upon request. Writers
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more naive than an average person. Hillary wants
to be a politician, right? Politicians will be faced
many times with different situations, and some-
times a difficult one. If Hillary can not even han-
dle Rick walking over to her to hand some papers
how does she expect to handle politics? The most
s e ows a u iii i . how-,t"""o----
sleep with one (even that we know she's not
good at). Now the funniest one I heard yet is that
"Hillary is just a woman." Yup, I really did hear
someone say that. I know it's real hard for sor1e
of you readers to fathom the idea that someone
can actually utter something so ridiculous. but
it's true. "Poor Hillary is just a woman." Man, do
I need to even comment about that one.
Hillary, you claim you live in New York now
and that you know what it's like to be a real New
Yorker, right? Well, why don't you pick your ass
up and move into Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queens.
or the Bronx. Go take a train with out your
secrete service. You see, you know nothing about
what it's like to be a real New Yorker. I am real
sorry to say, but you do not deserve to represent
the people of New York City.
This is my take on the issue of Hillary and her
Senate run. You will be reading my views on
other issues as well, in the months to come. If
you are not afraid to hear the truth, then keep on
reading my articles. But if you are afraid, go
move to Arkansas. (I hope I was not to "aggres-
sive").




Baruch's Student Friendly Policies
Hillary Clinton, Who the hell is Hillary Clinton?
She is the first lady; she smiles a lot and she's a
victim of infidelity. It seems to me, unfortunate-
ly, that a lot of people think this qualifies her for
a seat in the senate. But what the hell does she
know about politics? She claims she cares so
much about the peop e, we en, et er go c
to Arkansas and care for her people. The people
she lived with for so long. She has no clue how
to be a politician.
Congressman Rick Lazio confronted Hillary
with an agreement to sign a bill banning the use
of soft money. Instead of saying "we'll shake on
it", Hillary should have said, like any politician
would, "how could you ask me to sign a propos-
al that I have not read yet." Rick Lazio: well
done. You hit her hard right across her face. I
don't see why any person with haIfa brain would
think of voting for her. Will all of you who are
thinking about voting for her please check your
heads.
Every where I go, whether it's on the train or
when I am listening to a radio talk show, I hear
all these stupid, pathetic feminists talking about
how Lazio was t~ aggressive, and he scared
Hillary, and you all know the one, "he invaded
Hillary's space". Ifyou choose an average person
that and ask him or her, "how do you hand some-
one a paper?" I think they would say you walk
over to them and place it in their hand. You see,
my point is that even an average person who
couldn't care less about politics, as long as he is
not -blinded by Hillary's fake smile, knows that
Lazio was not aggressive. It is truly sad to say
that a large amount of you "New Yorkers" that
believe "he invaded Hillary's space" are even
UHURU
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Or worse, is registering for a black studies class
just not an option. Has the Afrikan population
of Baruch been turned away from that subject
area because of the limited number of courses?
Has accounting become more important than
Africa? Has the constant overlooking or eras-
ing ofyour history left you believing that learn-
ing all that is you isn't necessary or important?
Why hasn't"'any action been made to demand
an expansion ofthe department to include more
professors to teach classes and to create a regu-
lar schedule of classes? By allowing the class-
es offered by the department to be arbitrarily
gi ven, the statement is made that we are arbi-
trary, "liberal" beings that have opted to present
ourselves as "free electives".
Baruch has not only.sent the message that
money is everything, but anything, that is
adverse to the culture of capitalism, is second
rate. Why hasn't any Latino (a) student
requested improvement of the Hispanic
Studies? Does the same theory of Afrikan stu-
dents apply? And not only are the subject areas
sensitive to culture lacking, but the social sci-
ences and "liberal arts" are as well. No empha-
sis is made on hiring more staff for the
Sociology and Anthropology departments as
well. Areas most pertinent to the development
of culture, history and diversity, are the least
diversely populated
What initiatives haye been taken bv adminis-
.rauon to Improve these oroblerns? Has all the
money gone Into the school of business'; Have





Reply to a Passionless Life
By Africa is Beautiful
Peace and blessings my people,
As I breeze through all four pages of the ticker, finding something to
comment on, I come across the op-eds piece entitled '·Passionless Life."
If I remember c o r r e c t l y , this is exactly what I have been· saying last
semester. The level of apathy amongst the student body of Baruch is
skyrocketing daily. I applaud Ijeoma for her analysis on this phenome-
non but I believe it is quite clear what the passion of Baruch is: The
Almighty Dollar. It's expected though since this is a business school
and the sentiment here; is m o ' money, m o ' money, mo'money!!! This
country was built on the economic and social theory called c a p i t a l i s m .
In practicing capitalism and to truly succeed, there is a certain frame of
mind needed. Seeing money as the ultimate goal and rn ore money as the
r e ward , you 0 f ten are will i n g to sac r i fi c e an y t h i n g 'a n d an yon e to
achieve your goal.
Ca
, . . . .. ..... ..
I appreciate any responses to the questions
posted and to find out my thoughts on voting,
look out for the second annual Black Solidarity
Day forum on November 6. This week's topic
is Baruch College Administration: Are you
really getting your money's worth?
Quite often, I hear students complain about
Baruch's poor service, from Admissions down
to Student Life, and I wonder, are we really get-
ting our money's worth. CUNY has the stigma
of being the "public school" of higher educa-
tion. based upon the tuition costs and the
admission requirements, but because of these
more lenient areas, are we to expect CUNY to
function as the famed public schools of NYC?
With last years Badillo fiasco and the decision
to- -eliminate--remedial courses, the on-going
campaign to close" open admissions", senior
colleges decisions to raise admissions stan-
dards for students while they continue to let
incompetent, incapable, and unqualified pro-
fessors proctor; many students question the
usage of their tuition dollars.
Baruch has definitely expanded physically.
Students have seen the construction of the
William and Anita Newman Library, and the
move of the student life center from 137
E.22 nd S1. to 360 PAS and students will finally
see the building on 24 ti1Street next August: but
what has Barucn cone curriculum wise? Tne
Zick lin S~hO("\1 ('t RU"lness has onened of th-
Zoobotnick (nhoneuca lrv spelled) trading floo-
and the school of Real Estate and Public Affairs
IS grow mg but \\.hat about the \\ erssrnar
School of -\IT" and SCiences Man: Afrikan anc
other students or color are suffering because
they opted tor a Iiberal arts degree from
Barucn. Departments are struggling to keep
classes and programs because students shy
away from majors that don't equal top pay.
The Black Studies Department has not
offered half of the classes listed in the Bulletin
In over four years. Has Black Studies become
an insignificant subject for African students?
It was the last week of September and suddenly I felt sad and helpless. Armed with the latest
copy of the Ticker, I combed through the paper hoping to find an article written by a student who
had fallen victim to Baruch's policies.
As I turned through the pages and read the articles published I realized how much I hated this
College, and it's employees or should I say the mechanical robots who enforces its policies. They
lack the ability to sit down and evaluate student's situation and then make a decision as against
sticking to college policies. Joe, Howard and their supervisor, Suzanne in the Bursar's office con-
firmed this.
My intention was to take 5 classes therefore I paid half of my tuition and decided to pay the bal-
ance before school began. The day before school officially began I was now only taking one class
and decided to visit my "friends" over at the Bursar's office for a refund. The first day of school,
August 31st and I was told my refund check would not be cut unti I the last week of September or
the first week in October. My obvious question was why, and the answer I received was because
of the school's policy checks are only cut once a month and the deadline had just passed. Again
I asked for a logical answer and got the same response. Feeling agitated because I needed my
$370.00, I again explained that this money was needed. Baruch's policy was again repeated to me.
On September 28 th, two days before the month ended I was absolutely broke, needed some
dough badly and decided to look a full time job. The first thing I did that morning was change my
day course to evening which would enable me to get a full time job, then headed over to my friends
at the Bursar to get my long overdue dough. Upon arrival the smell of my dough was pleasing. I
stated my purpose and was told by J .. I owed the school $10.00 for a change of program therefore
I had to pay my balance before my check would be issued.
See this didn't make any damm sense to me! I changed my course at the 18th street building
and walked over to the Bursar's office, and that money which I knew nothing about at that point
was due immediately. In the same breath my 5370.00 check was being held hostage at Baruch for
one damm month and there was nothing I could do about it I told J.. I was broke and needed my
money in order to give them their money, and I didn't have my checkbook. My friend proceeded
to tell me about 8anJeh's policy, stating that all balances have to be paid before a refund cbeck. can
be distributed. He then told me that Howard was the only person who distributed the checks and
he was at lunch so I had to come back in the next hour. The next hour I was back and I had the
policy again explained to me very thoroughly by Howard. I reinf~ my,situation to Howard
nicely that I had no money and at this point I needed my dough. Obviously Howard wasn't able
to think outside of Baruch's policy therefore I requested to speak to the supervisor.
I walked into the supervisor's office and explained my situation to her. Suprizingly Baruch's pol-
ic~was_againexpJainedto me, At this point I was1eelingJ1elpl~. as I didn~t even ~ye_any!rain
fare.
Sadly this is Baruch's student friendly policy. Students with unpaid balances irrespective of the
1
111Il.~am~ ount will not be allowed to borrow library books, a stop code will automatically be placed on
·s~_r.ecord,nor shall he o~~he ~ster for classes or collect a transcript if one is needed.
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According to Ziegcl there is no exact statistic
to express company profits. But he did say that
the company's approximate client list has
expanded from 100 to 200 in 1997, to 400 to
500 in 1998, to 800 in 1999, and finally to over
1,000 at the present. ,.
"This company was formed because there was
a demand from people to trade currency," said
Ziegel.
Still, the reality remains: day trading is a
risky business. ItAs long as there's movement.
you can make money," noted Ziegel. But of
course, the day trader can also lose money.
"The potential is enormous." Ziegel went on
to say. "We're sitting on a gold mine."
competing with graduates from Ivy League
schools," said Lirtzman.
Since this Center was created to be a learn-
ing facility, Weber feels that doing actual trades
in this room would be "contrary to the inten-
tions of the Center's corporate partners." Some
of those partners being Reuters, Bloomberg.
NYSE and Merrill Lynch, all of whom have
been very generous in their donations of com-
puters and equipment.
To insure that no actual trades are performed
Continued on- Page 14
Business at Baruch. Also, since there are very
few colleges or universities around the nation
to have such intricate technology. Baruch stu-
dents "will now have a fifty-fifty chance when
As the perilous world of foreign exchange
day trading continues to evolve, the day trader
with the means to play the game will have to
make thedecision: is the Money Garden a gold
._J!li.~~~~_a~lar!d}~~?_ •.•._._._
But Do Profits Follow?
trade (computer-simulated day trading) for a
minimum of 30 days.
Interested parties can sign up for free demo
trading on the company's Website. Just like at
Baruch's Trading Floor, every thing is the same
except for the pressure of trading actual money.
"The demo system and the live system are
exactly the same," said Ziegel.
Both include access to information, the edge
that has made day trading the phenomenon that
it is. The Money Garden has four employees
working at its news and analysis desk. "We're
not going to just throw you out there with the
sharks," said Ziegel.
The Money Garden trades in four currencies:
the euro, the English pound, the yen and the
dents a first- hand chance to learn what is going
on in the markets. Weber also mentions that
this trading floor will be "as close as you can
possibly get to the real thing, without being the
real thing."
With Baruch College being the only school in
CUNY to have such technology available to
their students, Baruch graduates have an advan-
tage over other CUNY graduates. according to
Sidney I. Lirtzman, dean of the School of
A student works at the Subotnick Center. The
,. Center opened as of the fall 2000 semester.
(PhotolWeishi William Wang)
equipment it will have, such as live data feeds.
to-the-second market data and news with
graphics and analytic features. It will also have
a searchable. real-time database for identifying
stocks with particular trading character-
istics or unusual market activity as well
as a Thomas FirstCall, which is a source
for Wall Street analysts' forecasts for
companies' earnings and share prices.
Bruce W. Weber, professor of statistics
and CIS at Baruch is the director of the
center and has been 'coordinating it
since his arrival to the CoIIege in 1999.
He says that this Center will give stu-
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So you've been practicmg at Baruch's
Subotnick Trading Center and now you think
you're ready for the big leagues? Look no fur-
ther than the Money Garden, one of the few day
By Dara A. Abrams
Business Editor
Foreign Currency Blossoms From Money Garden
Subotnick Center Now Open... In Full Swing
.-- ---- -- - - - - -- -- -- -- ----- ----
The Subotnick Financial Services Center. a
high tech. state-of-the-art, simulated financial
center is now open and available for all
Baruchians.
The Subotnick Center, a first class simulated
trading arena that aims to prepare Baruch grad-
uates for the fast-paced financial environment
common in most financial institutions, was
-- rnaugurafed~rnMarcil 2000. -
The Subotnick Center is located on the first
floor of the library building on 25th Street. It
will contain four different parts,
each one contributing to the entire
financial, academic environment. . .
The first section of the Center is I'···· '.:." :.:.:
a conventional trading floor which I ..
has database access, Bloomberg . :",.
screens, a I O-foot ticker display ";:-::\
and cable televisions with CNN
financial updates. The Center also
has a development lab to train stu-
dents on how to handle the equip-
ment before actually using what is
on the trading floor.
A seminar room with glass walls is right out-
side of the trading floor so that a lecturer can
demonstrate what is going on before actually
letting students on the Floor. Finally, there is a
research lab, which is the only part of the
Center that will not be open to undergraduate
students. It is specifically for faculty, graduate
and doctoral students who whish to conduct
research and analysis.
This Center is very technical in terms of the
trading firms that deals exclusively in foreign
currency.
But don't expect to be day trading at the
Money Garden any time soon. The application
process is rigorous, and there is always the risk
of losing big.
"You need to be on top of your game," said
Jonathan Ziegel, account executive for tlie
Money Garden, who quickly debunked the
popularly-held notion that anyone with a com-
puter and some cash can hit it big day trading.
"If you have a great aplitude for it ...then you
can apply."
According to Ziegel, a potential day trader at
the Money Garden must possess three qualities:
experience, ability and resources.
- The Money Garden-claims over I ,~-clients­
from more than 60 countries. Ziegel describes .A
the average day trader as an importer/exporter,
a hedge investor or a sophisticated investor.
But before anyone can trade with the Money
Garden. he or she m.USt g1Ve.-:d...etallfWiiiled-+--Tinn-fifi.oU'I'ft'II't'l:la~---..:!:"~~~.!!!!~~
tion, including annual income, liquid assets,
liabilities and most importantly risk capital,
which Ziegel explains as the amount of money
. ; ..••.:.. _. ' .. that js _C?'pe_n~"~ .wjth~ut affecting ~nc:'~ . _The Money Garden is a p~vate~y held com-
. lifestyle. Ifyou have the reseurees to-enter-inte - puy foUAded iA .1992. The flJ'St.:.pbone...trade
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For 1urther-lnmrmatioo contact y~ur
local COUOCJt Travel oftice:
205 E. 42nd Str&et 2"12~822-2700
895 Amsterdam Ave. 212-666-4117
254 Gnten8 Street 212-254-2525
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Meet Kelley from MTVI S "The Real World"
and hear about her experience in Africa.
October 13 4pm - 6pm
NYU .; 3rd North Dorm
75 3rd Avenue
Stop by for some fun. autographs and cool door prizes! Don't forget to enter
The Council Travel Sweepstakes for a chance to win a Contiki trip to Africa.
similar to the one taken by the cast of ··The Real World." Stop by your local
Council Travel office for details or check out councutravet.com.
, ....... ' L
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You may qualify for as much as
$50,000 to help.start your Business
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Satu.rclay" -OCtober 14. 2000
NEVV YORK CARES DAY
Co~ touch the~. 0' youngs_,-:s of' .. NellV Vorlc C.it:J,t'" &<:17001 by ",.king ~ir,school fJIIValls look. like
f'l.eahtl!lNS,~ .... -,eh:ik:"'.$-i¥n~lJon.tPJckup...e pai.ntbn..l.:s.h... splash some colol'3 on 8're f,val'.s end le--e\AL!!"
.:5oD1.'ne un~ebH!.!1-RneQ1t!!Jt·s. tltarle#~c~ kno-1t!V you c.~.,
Saturday~OCtob.r.2:"~2000
CLEAN-UP DAY 2000
Beau6#'y o-urc~s pal"ks.! Join the- City Pa.-ks Foundation and City of Ne'N Vo~k Pa·rks & Re-c..·eation to
IHHp p;1"eSf!N'Ve the :scenic Chrislopher Park in 1o.1t't1I8r Mannaffan. Bris'9 your I'riends and have some
ron!
Saturday, Oc:tober 28i' 2000
NlAKE A D·IF·FERENCE DAY
:HeTe'•.s • AJ.n and l'e1lVSn:ling ......y#o spend a Sa~Td.y! Jom u.s • .s K'e' hoat a :j-E_lIcnN'een pan", ,"or
c;h.ik:lrtt!!fl.n ;qt- • do~.s'l:tc "Violence she-If:.er in A#anhanan. Bring. sn;J;'" 10 .these chJIcb'en ~..s. f8ces 8$ t:hey
ce-lebrate #'lIs hoIid.-y 'Nin'J coa~UIne$,. face peinUng" pulnpldn <:h!J<;or6dtl71ii/... ..~ :shot.1V... and pizza!
Th....rsda.y~ C>ct.ober 26. 2000
SHADOVVDAV
Expe.rlence c<>IJege "for the· .Wrs.#~ _gain #'H'oU'gh H-I4 • .,yes 0'high schOC¥I sbJdent3l Bring brlgh~and
_n"I-o:hy~~~ga£<tozoH:~~fstf.Ide.nt:~_~JI"Our~ns~~J!!!7?OI'ning cle.s$e$ ~ introduce- N7en7 to
eollof!l.ge cou,...,s end~"'s c ....n7pu.sl ~--- - - - ---- -- ---- - - --
VVe· are also proud to present our ottMB·r ·ongoing cOn'ln"tunfty ..""ice progral'ns:
...Junior Achievel'Dent"
Adopt - A - Schoof
Shado¥rf' Days.
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All our volun"tee-rs 'W"o·rk as part o~ a teal'n ~tth other Baruch ·students!























































value. A diversification discount has been
associated WI 10 ustn or p uct iversi 1-
cation, corporate conglomeration, and diversi-
fying mergers," writes Professor Click in his
on this floor firewall software has been
installed. The firewall will prevent outside
transactions from being executed on the trad-
ing floor.
In order to be able to use the Center, you will
first have to take a Reuters Workshop, which
will onry be for Baruch students, faculty and
staff. The staff of the William and Anita
Newman Library will hold these orientations
five times a week. These orientations are
required for using the Center for your own pur-
poses (not in class).
In order to find out the exact days and times of
these works.hops please check the Center's
website, btlp:/!zjckl in.barucb.cyny.edyJsfsc/.
The SFSC~s calendar of events will be avail-
able at http://150.2] Q. 161.] 21/calendar.
The trading floor is open between 9:30-
5:30pm~ Monday - Friday. There are typically
~o classes per day, given in the Center~ and
after that are available for student use. There
are also five Graduate Assistants who work in
the Center during the semester, and at least one
will be there from 9:30am - 5pm to answer
questions.
report.
Corporate diversification results in value loss-
es argued Henri Servaes, Professor of Finance
at The London Business School in his pub-
lished articled entitled The Value of
Diversification during the Conglomerate
Merger Wave, Journal of Finance.
The idea of having a diversified company in
an industry outlook globally sometimes can
create better for the local economies, but pro-
duce negative returns for the actual company.
Diversification involves having unchangeable
investments and risky returns, and mostly wor-
ries for the shareholders of companies like
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rations int te economies, technology and
people, creating a global market for them-
selves. A prime example is widely known
HSBS Holdings pic. HSBC is one of the
largest banking and financial services organiza-
tions in the world. Originally founded in Hong
Kong in 1865, HSBC was born international by
a combination of foreign board members and
investors.
Currently led by Sir James Bond, Chairman
and CEO, HSBC has sprung from a tiny to
Hong Kong commercial bank to a financial
Goliath~ globally. The secret behind HSBC is
"being the most geographically diversified - a
constant source of strength... and producing
returns to shareholders' despite certain finan-
cial crisis, our strategy of geographic diversifi-
cation, and the consequent diversity of risk is
justified" wrote Sir John Bond in Wisdom of
The CEO.
Although many experts think that diversifica-
tion is a good thing for conglomerates, others
disagree. Paul W. Click, Professor of
International Business at George Washington
University argues that evidence has been found
to prove that multinational presence ruins com-
panies' growing value. He explains his views
in a study entitled Does multinationality mat-
ter? Evidence of value destruction in Us.
multinational corporations.
"The proposition that multinatinality destroys
value through an asset channel is consistent
with a growing body of research revealing that
other forms of diversification also destroy
Credit:
bttp;//wv.'W·aeocjtjes.cQm/playstatjon2tbefu-
turejsberel, bUp;//www.jiD.com. and Electronic
Gaming Monthly, November 2000
games. "The flexability of the system is what
attracts me most to it," states Mike Schneider,
an avid video game enthusiast. "I like the fact
that I can use the DVD capabilities, and keep
myoid games for future use. The options are
awesome."
Finally, the new comer to the industry, pro-
jected to make more than its share of waves,
Microsoft, presents to us the XboX. With a cpu
of 733 MHz Intel, a graphics processor of
300MHz custon X chip~ a total memory of 64
MB, a PQlygon performance of 300 M/sec, a
built in DVD movie playback among other
goodies, XboX has the gaming industry, and
garners alike expecting the best. 44Microsoft
rules the computer industry, and now, is most
likely going to take what they know and mutate
the gaming world as we know it," says a more
than emphatic Jorge Martinez, a devote gamer.
441t is just what you would expect from such an
industry giant." As earlier stated,XboX is their
first attempt at the gaming industry, and the
capabilities it is presenting are extraordinary.
The booming gaming industry's race for
supremacy will once again kick off, with a new
face giving some-stiffeompetition. With better
than ever graphics and never before used tech-
nology - the future is definitely now.
Diversification: Is it Important?
There is a SD-Oigicard adaptor that can
increase storage capabilities 128 times the one
digicard. Gamecube tentatively comes with a
small 56k modem for internet game play, and a
broadband adaptor for Ufat pipe networks" such
as cable modems or OSL. Gamecube even a
handle on the back of the box for easy carry.
Dreamcas~ which was released last year,
offers a 128-bit graphics architecture, and a
200MHz Hitachi SH-4 superH RISC processor,
a NEC powerVR2DC graphics chipset which is
capable of rendering three million Polygons per
second, and a 64-channel Yamaha audio chip
with a 3-0 environmental support. Memory is
composed of 16 MB of main system memory~
with 8 MB of video RAM, and 2 MB of audio.
Compared to other game machines, it is not
quite as advanced but competent enough to be
a dedicated game machine.
Playstation 2 on the other hand is in a dimen-
sion all its own, literally. Made like a vertical
stand~ it is unlike any other game console on
the market. It is capable of playing DVD
movies as well as having the capabilities of
playing old Playstation games as well. The
dimensions of the system are 12"xT'x3" -
which makes for easy placement anywhere. It
allows for the system to stand up verticall.: or
--Iay-- horizontally. -Tne---A-igh-Capacify--gMB-
Memory Card is also similar to the original
PfayStation card~ except that it stores up to
8MB of information which is 64 times more
than the original, and the information transfer
rate is 250 times faster which means almost
instantaneous transfer rates for most current
Conglomerates Growing at Peak Rate
The New Wave of Game Consoles
GeDDady Grum~D
Contributing Writer
Corporate America has in recent years led the
race in expanding its global presence - throw-
ing approximately $66 billion per year in direct
foreign investments since 1990. According to
the Commerce Department about $273 billion
was spent in 1998 and 1999 alone. Many U.S.
congJomerates today have special ways to run
their individual businesses. Conglomerates,
identified as the Multi-Industry sector, tend to
engage in activities in unrelated industries, cre-
ating a form of diversification.
One of America's leading conglomerates is
United T-echnologies Corporation (NYSE:
UTX). UTX has four principal operating seg-
ments: Otis Elevator Company (elevators and
escalators), Carrier (heating, ventilating and air
conditioning systems), Pratt and Whitney (air-
craft engines and space propulsion) and Flight
Systems (helicopters electrical systems).
UTX's Pratt & Whitney unit is the third
bi~est aircraft-engine builder. On September
28 Pratt & Whitney announced they were
going to expand its activities in Russia.
"Since the Russian aviation sector is weak,
Pratt & Whitney is continuing its global pres-
ence by investing $50 million in Russia by
2005," mentioned one official. UTX has had
a sector in Russia since 1993.
As this company grows, others continue to
grow under the big UTX tree. Another prime
business unit contributing to UTX's strong
global presence is Otis Elevator Company.
Otis Elevator Company, is the world's largest
company in manufacturing people moving
products. It is following the same strategy as
By David Martinez
Arts Editor
Pratt & Whitne b ~ continuin to ow over-
seas. Otis announced on September 7 that it
acquired the elevator companies of Marconi
Corp. in Hong Kong, Singapore and other
Eastern Asian cities. "The acquisition of ...-- -,
these Marconi companies will further
enhance Otis' leadership position in these
vitally important markets," said Steve
Page, Otis' worldwide president in a press
release.
Having a complex international presence
through its affiliates and subsidiaries UTX
continues to grow without any limits. A
great friend and competitor to UTX is GE.
The General Electric Company is one of
the largest and most diversified industrial
corporations in the world. Being the only
stock component left on the OJ fA since the
Dow Jones started, GE has been a
respectable stock on Wall Street for many
years.
GE has many divisions under its belt L- ---------------------------------l
ranging from research to plastics. The Chart courtesy of February 2000 report: Does multinationality matter? Evidence of value destru-
majors include GE Aircraft cion in U.S. multinational corporations.
Engines, GE Appliances, GE
Capital, GE Medical
Systems, GE Power Systems
and much, much more. In a sur-
prise GE is inside your home in
many aspects. Through the
National Broadcasting
Company~ Inc., GE delivers net-
work television services, oper-
::AWH ates television stations, and pro-
·:::@lli@ vides cable, Internet and multi-
::=;~::::::::::::::. . ...
.::;~:§~~:q~ media programmmg and dlstn-
MEtd bution services.
~~:b~~§?ii~3~
in order to enhance in their busi-
nesses. Recently, GE announced that it would
invest $100 million over a three-year ~eriod to
build up its current R&D facilities in southern
1 n d i a
I f analyzing these U.S. conglomerates by
individual divisions, having an international
market counts a lot.
Diversification counts_ Both of these compa-
nies benefit from being in multiple industries in
multiple geographies," said an industry observ-
er.
A direct association with diversification of
u.S. conglo-merates is globali=ation.
Globalization is the term referred to when cor-
The race for the best video game console is
on! Sony, Seg~ Nintendo, and Microsoft have
all thrown their hats into the race to make the
ultimate video game system. Nintendo is intro-
ducing the future of the company with the
Gamebox. Sony introduced their contender for
the gold - Oreamcast. Sega will soon debut
its newest game console, the PS2 (Playstation
2), and Microsoft will make its first run ever in
the game console world with t~eir premiere
product, the Xbox. .
All four systems include top of the line tech-
nology~ far surpassing any efforts that all com-
pcsnies respectively have made in the past.
Some include new additions in order to expand
the consoles capabilities~others have CPU type
capabilities, and all have graphics that squash
any past efforts made.
Nintendo's Gamebox includes an IBM Power
PC "Gekko" MicroprocesSor unit, a system
main memory of 24 MB, an A-Memory of 16-
MB (I OOMHz DRAM), a disc drive constant
angular velocity (CAV) system with an average
access time of 128ms, and a data transfer speed
16 mbps to 25 mbps. With compact dimen-
sions -of 110mm in heigh~ -15"Omm in width~
and a length 161mm~ storage is made easy.
Gamebox includes a game Boy Advance adap-
tor, where you plug the Game Boy to the sys-
tem and you can play your game on the screen.
The duel digicard slots, which stores saved







Those interested should bring proper attire to
work out in, i.e. sweat pants, t-shirt and
sneakers.
The orientation is scheduled for Thursday
October 12 during club hours (12:30) in the
26th street building, room 1436. The actual
practices for the team will begin the following
day, Friday October 13, at 6:00 pm in the
23rd street building on the 6th floor.
\
Van Cortlandt Park In t e ronx mg a
9:45 am.
For additiomal info, including game times
and schedules, call: (212) 387-1274.
THE BARUCH PULSE
The Baruch cheerleaders are holding a
cheerleading and dance orientation. This will
allow those interested to learn more about the
team and its rich history - the girls have
never lost a CUNY competition in eleven
years.
Patrons can interact with current cheerlead-
ers and the assistant coaches. The cheerlead-
ers stress that no expereince is necessary!
Tennis
The women's tennis team opened its season
two weeks ago. The team suffered badly.
largely due to a lack of girls. The team has
only been able to maintain a six girl roster.
The team lost to Hunter. Mt. St. Vincent.
Lehman. Pratt and CSI. The team is now 0-3
in the conference. While some matches were
routs (8-1 against Pratt) the team remains






the team will continue to improve with more
matches and more practice.
The team's third game was rained out and
will be played later in the season. At
presstirne, the teem's next matches are against
Brooklyn (away) and Manhattanville (home).
All home games are played at the National
Tennis Center in Queens. There are still spots
~ available for those girls interested in tennis!
Volleyball
The women"s volleyball team is on a tear after
losing their opener to Mt.St. Vincent. The
Stateswomen went on a five game winning
streak defeating Medgar Evers: 15-3, 15-J
and 15-8; NYC Tech: 15-13 (lost), 16-14. 15-
13 and 15-8; Pratt Institute: 15-3, 15-13 and
15-2; Brooklyn: 15-4. 15-12 and 15-6; and
Staten Island: 15-5. 10-15 (lost), 15-4 and 15-
10.
The week of the 25th, the Stateswomen were
3~ behind the excellent play of senior middle
blocker, Mariana Papadopoulou., who com-
piled 32 kills (.400 hitting pct.), with 15 digs
and six aces. In related news, Jeanette
..... Espinoza is among the conference leaders in
aces., averaging 1.42 per game.
The team fmalty lost this past tuesday
against Lehman in three sets. While many
speculate that this was one of the more impor-
tant matches of the season, coach Lam down-
played the importance of the match and
instead pointed out that the Stateswomen
played "sloppy" and with little continuity.
The tearn is now 4-1 in CUNY and 5-2 over-
all.
- -~
The team's next home game is this Thursday
at 7:00 against Hunter. All home games are
played in the 23rd street building on the sev-
enth floor.
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From the Mind of Muggs...
off, never to be heard from again. It's the way of the hip-hop
culture. You have to be on top of your game presently and
thinking towards your future endeavours if you ever want to
be in the game long hall.
"A lotof characters doing this shit [hip hop] are running out
and getting the flavor of the fuckin month, the newest MC's
'and shit.... .1 ain't on that shit [changing oftrend])." And Wi
that said, you know exactly why Muggs has been around as
long as he has. Very few can say that they have been in the
business for nearly 20 years, and even less can. say that they
have been able to sustaine notoriety and fame for a good ten-
year span. Known throughout the music industry as the genius
behind Cypress Hill, Muggs has been able to keep a sound
popular without following trends and selling out to other DJ's
ideas. He is one of the few DJ's out there who never changed
his sound, and because of that simple fact, he is has gained the respect of the hip-hop community.
Some may say he has done it all. Cypress Hill made some noise with their self titled first album in 1991~
which has since gone double platinum. They blew up the summer of '93 with Black Sunday, which featured
the heralded "Insane in the Brain," and "When the Shit goes down." They took their sound back underground
with the grimy, disturbing tracks on "Temples of Boom," and their forth album "IV."
"Reason I did (Temples of Boom and IV) is Cypress got real big man, bigger than I ever expected it to get on
a second album. The third album came, the group got so big, we kinda shunned away from that. We wasn't
used to all that attention. So I said let me make the grimiest, dirtiest, fuckin darkest shit I could do at that
moment, and get all the shine off of us and kick it with our fan base for a little bit." This was a ballsy move to
say the least, considering the way hip-hop moves from star to star without looking back, but there was a method
to the madness. "My thing for this group is long term, to stay in the game. "I figured lets kick it with the fan
base, and now, it was time to resurface." And resurface they did with Cypress Hills new album "Skull and
Bones" which featured 'Rock Superstar' and the crew were back atop their game.
Cypress Hill also has had their share of credit handed to them for influencing the booming success of the rap
rock trend currently out there. Since they started experimenting with the sound o~ the "Judgment Night" sound-
track, the sound slowly, but surely began to become big, and eventually mainstream. "1 think it's a natural pro-
gression for music (the rap and rock fusion) as a whole. If you do your history of music., its just about music
mutating and moving, or else music itself-would-just·stay stagIlcmt." -- - -
Muggs can basically say he has done it all in the industry, He has worked with some of the greatest Me's
and singers in the business and has produced platinum albums with close to whatever he touches, which also
includes House of Pains debut album. After putting out "Muggs Presents... Soul Assassins Volume I" which
was regarded as one of the greatest hip-hop albums of the ninties among the music industry leaders, Muggs
decided t-o-take- Volume -1-1 in a different.direction,
"If I'm going to do another (Soul Assassins), I'm gonna take a different approach and have fun with MC's
and crews that are successful but underground." 'Volume I' offered up names like Dr. Dre, KRS-One, and Wu-
Tang which included RZA and GZA, 'Soul Assassins Volume II' was going to take it to the other side. Let the
youth come out and make some noise. "I always looked at hip-hop as urban punk rock, fuck conforming to the
radio. Kids now adays have gotten sick of the trends and have started producing their own shit, their own
sounds. All this commercialization (of hip-hop) is .great because it just opened up the doors for kids to come
out and do things the way they want to do it, when they want to do it." Hence the roster for' Volume II' is more
of a youth movement than the veterans coming out to play.
Featuring MC's such as Ruckus, Korrupt, Dialated Peoples, Self Scientic and others, 'Soul Assassins II"
focuses on the new kids in rap teaming up with the Muggs for what could be their chance at fame. Songs such
as 'You Better Belive' and'Suckers are Hidin' are as catchy as they are original, and Muggs, along with the MC's
throughout the CD, make the magic happen. "I like bringing out the next thing....Thats what made Dre great."
Also included, and a surprise to me, is a track featuring Everlast called 'Razor to your throat.' "Yea man,
(Everlast) lives right by me.lle was like, 'Yo, you better let me get in on this one.'" And get in he did with a
hard hitting song that brings you into a yearning need to get some House of Pain and let it pump through your
stereo like it was 1992 all over again. Cypress Hill, of course, offers their track for 'Don't Trip" and Muggs
offers his lyricism in both 'When the pain Inflicts,' and 'You Better Beleive.'
It is also obvious that this is a Muggs produced disc. His love for music is prevelant in all his records. Its got
that Muggs feel that is just as equally identifying of his style as it is original. "I always liked records that were
staticky, thats got scratches in it and shit" he says emphatically. "I love music still. I don't need no money. I've
made the right investments, but l-still love music. Ljust wannamake grimey ass hip hop music."
Thats what Muggs is all about, and his aspirations for the future are quite admirable. "Everybody wants to be
a gangster singer. Cakis, white t-shirts, Chuck Taylors, bandana'd up. Kids today don't realize that back in the
day, you wanna dress like a gangsta, you are gonna get hit up like a gangsta. 'Where you from, homes?' But
nowadays, everyone dresses like that. Its the trend. And they, whoever yo,:! wanna call it, they are so quick to
tell us our shit. is played out. We are so quick to discard our shit, but we should preserve it. When we are 60,
we should be able to see people breakdancing and shit. We should be able to go to the museums andsee the
greatest graffitti artists of our time displayed. If we do preserve our shit, we can get rid of all that ballet and
have our shit on Broadway." The dream is as real as Muggs is.
Pick up Soul Assassins and support the yoUth uprise. It winr--Co--m-p~oWyour mind.
An exclusive inten'iew with the rcknown beatmaker of Cypress Hill and th~ mastennind b~hjnd the new CD Soul Assassins Vol. II
By Dave Martinez
Arts Editor
There are Very few in the hip-hop industry who have with- :-=:,
stood the test of time. Many come out as a dope ass MC spit- " -,
ting lyrics, or a DJ who is scratching up a storm, getting MTV
or one son and then suddenl the fall
- .>
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Feel the fear once
again as the king
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than that though. It had all the elements of a
box office smash - action, drama, comedy, and
a great cast. I literallv found mvself either
~ --
laughing, crying. or smiling all the way through
it. The movie had such a "feel good" quality to
it that everyone walked out of the theater in a
great mood, saying how great it was.
Overall. the movie was extremely well writ-
ten. acted, and directed. The audience reaction
was overwhelmingly positive. I would defi-
nitely recommend it to anyone and everyone.
Furthermore, I wouldn't be surprised if Denzel
Washington earned himself another Academy
Award for his amazing performance. or if the





Civil War was fought, and urges his team to
learn from history's mistakes and not continue
to fight the same battle.
The friendship that forms between white team
captain Gerry Bertier (Ryan Hurst) and black
offensive star Julius Campbell (Wood Harris) is
another key element of the movie. After clash-
ing during pre-season training, the two learn to
co-exist and eventually forget about race, and
see eachother only as friends - very good
friends. Soon, the rest of their team-mates fol-
low by example.
Before seeing this movie, 1 must admit my
expectations were rather low, and 1 thought it
would be just another one of those dumb jock
football movies. It proved to be so much more
m...
\
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mixed team together both on and off the field.
.In this film, Denzel Washington once again
reminds us why he is an Academy Award win-
ning actor. He fits his role perfectly as a tough
yet fair coach who tries to turn his boys not
only into top notch players but also into mature
young men. Boone sets his foot down from day
one, forcing his team to work together regard-
less of skin color. By the end of the film, not
only has he succeded in uniting the Titans, and
leading them to victory, but in bringing the
town together.
In one very powerful scene, Boone brings
his players over to a Gettysberg cemetary at
dawn after an early morning practice. He
points out the battlefield where a battle of the
By Adam Ostaszewski
Senior Stajf Writer
Based on a remarkable true story, "Remember
the Titans" brings us back to 1971 and the
events which took place in racially divided
Alexandria, Virginia. After the town is forced to
integrate blacks and whites at T.C. Williams
High School, African American football coach
Herman Boone (Denzel Washington) is brought
over to replace BillYoast (Will Patton) as head
coach of the Titans. Naturally, the decision to
place Yoast as assistant coach under Boone
causes a huge stir among the formerly all white
players. and within the town. Boone faces
many obstacles as he tries to bring his racially
" .. . ::. .:J........~.::: .::("~::: :""'\':
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the king of all
"scar)' movies"




Exorc ist" to such
movies as
"Scream," or
" U r ban
Legend" to each
other is just no
comparison at all.
It should be a sin to
even compare
them to begin with.
To think that with all of the Hollywood high tech graphics and overall film capabilities,
they would be able to produce a movie that would surpass the frightening nature of"The
Exorcist," but every attempt falls completely short by a long shot. The imagery that this
film produces with harnesses, rigs, and pulleys far surpasses the computer-generated
stunts of today's movies.
Hollywood lacks the kind of art that makes this movie such a masterpiece. It's
amazing how a little concentration on lighting and imagery, and the actual use of sounds,
or noises to be exact, to startle the viewer can breathe so much life and identity into a
film. Legendary scenes that define the movies such as when Father
Merrin shows up at the door of the MacNeil household is exactly what I am talking
about. The streetlight seems to just shine from the top floor window right down to
Father Merrin exiting the cab. That is excellent imagery. The use ofsimple sound such
as in the attic scene earlier in the movie just to throw the viewer off is probably more
suspense filled than the entire movie of"I Know What You Did Last Summer." Just pay
attention to the art of the film, and the simple use of t'ie ordinary sounds and sights
which it presents. That simple mystique is what separates this film from the crap we
presently see at the movie theatres today.
What other movie has had such classic lines in it either? I mean, the actual
dialogue of the film compared to todays scripts .is just mind boggaling. This
was a time where the words that the actors had to say meant something, a time
when the words themselves were used to shock and produce fear and astonishment.
Hearing a little girl possessed scream out for someone to "Fuck my pussy" or
just seeing this possessed child scream "Let Jesus fuck you" while repeatedly
.violaring herself with a cross, that is where the astonishment and fear is
produced. When did Hollywood forget the shock value of imagery and words?
Where else in the world of film today will so many catch lines be born as they.'
were from this movie? Where else can you find such a sudden ending that is
equally as impacting on the viewer as it is quick. Before you know it, and
before you can make out truly what happened, the climactic ending had taken
place and left you dumbfounded. Maybe the resurfacing of this great movie will
be able to remind these wanna-be's what a true horror film is made of.
Now, I don't want to give away any more than I already have, which isn't much,
but it was just as frightening to witness Regans many psychological tests and
medical surgeries as it was to' see her possessed. It had such a raw feel to it
and such a realistic quality that you get queasy just. watching it. With the
needles and the blood, and little Regan's pain throughout each test, one is set
up to the horror and graphic nature that the film has in store to come. And
seeing Regans mother Chris agonize test" after test trying to find the solution.
to her daughters insane nature, and being put into such a helpless state
emotionally grabs you and pulls you into the movie. It helps to make the viewer
have a feel from the inside, a connection to the state of mind of the mother who
loves her daughter dearly. This also goes to show you how the character
portrayals were equally as important and equally impressive as the scenery and
Imagery were.
The movie has made headlines now for the added eleven minutes of extra time put
onto it. The scenes that were cut had been removed by Friedkin for what he
considered good reason; some because the scenes weren't very necessary at all
though they were incredibly freakish, others due to the conflicting climaxes
that the addition of the scene would have represented and so on. Still,. in my
opinion, they add a lot more to the tale and its overall feel, especially the
"spider walk" scene. You'll see what I mean. It's a goose bump filled scream.
Once again, we have the opportunity to witness a historical masterpiece of a
film. With defining performances from Linda Blair as the possessed Regan
MacNeil, Ellen Burstyn as Regan's mother Chris MacNeil, and Pulitzer Prize
winning playwright Jason Miller as Father Karras, "The Exorcist" comes back to
the movie theatres to induce the same nightmares in its audience that it has
become legend for. If you are tired of the pitiful state of the horror movies
Hollywood portrays year in and- year out, catch this classic. You won't regret
If





The most frightening movie of all time returns with n~'w AeartStopping scenes
MOVIE REVIE\NS
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By David Martinez .
Arts Editor
When 1 was a child, I distinctively remember hiding beneath the covers of my
bed, peaking out every now and then to see the grotesque, possessed figure of
Regan MacNeil: her face a greenish blue, slashes of blood trails coming down her
cheeks, the unm istakable voices of demons in the background, and the "pea soup"
substance running down her mouth. Clutching at my pillow, I squeezed my eyes
shut and tried to find comfort beneath my sheets. It was all in vain. The
noises from the television just kept calling me curiosly back. I just had to
keep watching to see what would happen next. And the nightmares haunted me for
years.
That was roughly sixteen years ago. Since then, no movie has been able to
produce that same fear. "Nightmare on Elm Street" almost hit that same chord.
"Friday the 13th" was a little bit closer. But now, after watching the
re-mastered version of "The Exorcist," I am reminded why it is considered the
scariest movie of all time, and why no horror film can match or surpass its
greatness.
"The Exorcist." based on the novel by William Peter Blatty and inspired by a
reporting of an actual exorcism in the Washington D.C. area in 1949, has
continuously terrified audiences throughout the world with its eerie battle of
good versus evil. No horror film has ever matched the success "The
Exorcist" in delivering that type of thought provoking fear, putting
religious beliefs, the netherworld and possession center stage. From its tape
release banning in Finland, to the Churches embrace of its religious overtones,
"The Exorcist" made waves where many films just drown. This is what makes it
such a classic. It not only made you tremble with fright, but also caused its
audiences worldwide to consider and question the validity of the movie's
religious messages, and the true power of religion alJ together.
Now with eleven' new horrifying minutes included, it just gives you that much
more reason to run to the theatre and check it out.
Directed by Wi lIiam Friedkin and originally released in 1973, "The Exorcist"
still delivers the same punch it did a little under twenty-seven years ago. Now
with the new scenes added, the fear and mystique of the film are just that much
. .
more impressive.
In a Hollywood that produces such bland excuses for horror films, it's
- - - J- - - - --- --- ----~---____l
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by the Ticker next week fOT you chance to see
this movie. Hurry, supplies'are limited.
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Looking at the cover art for this CD tells the
listener absolutely nothing: it features an air-
plane. In fact there are numerous photos of air-
planes throughout the CDs artwork. The back
cover has a photo of singer Bryan Adams. The
liner no tes state that the CD "reflects a year in
the life of Chicane" from "open air live sets to
the isolation of the studio." Bryan Adams is
mentioned on three of the four liner pages. Still
not knowing what a Chicane is. I put the CD
into the CD player and hope for the best.
The first track. called "Overture" is purely
techno-beat sounds and is quite soothing. The
rest of the CD follows suit, featuring relaxing
techno-beats that do not bring the desire to
dance. but help the listner to sit back and relax
after a tedious Macro Economics class (or
whatever tedious experience fits your life). A
few of the tracks feature female vocalists
whoses voices add to the feeling of relaxation.
Bryan Adams does the vocals on a track called
"Don't Give Up." thus explaining the multiple
thank yous given to him in the liner notes. His
vocals are equally relaxing. melding nicely
with the instrumentals.
I recommend this CD to everyone who
enjoys sitting quietly and being at peace.
Chicane helps to bring one into this state of
rrund. Thank you. Chicane. for these soothing
songs and for not being an album about air-
planes. as the impression I initially had.
,
The most tdhng thing which -canbe said
about "Bridging the Gap" is this: The best
track is the hidden one. Perhaps indicating
how the groups talent there, but needs to come
a little closer.
I wish I could simply say that I was just dis-
appointed with this album, but [can't. I can't
say that I was disappointed over something that
1 actually expected. Some of you out there
might be thinking that I never gave Erick
Sermon ... uh ... I mean Erick Onasis a fair
chance. Now, trust me, I listened to the entire
album over and over again, in hopes that I
could find something of quality. The only
thing that I came up with was the joint with
Slick Rick. Unfortunately for Erick Whatever,
Slick Rick murders this track with his untouch-
able presence. Since Erick Whatever has no
style. or function, for that matter. on a track
that has to do with flamboyance. Slick Rick
sounds entirely better. That's basically all I
found throughout this album. Every single
rapper that Erick Whatever features actually
sounds better than him on this CD. How
embarrassing! Anyway, I also noticed that
Erick Whatever is always comparing himself
to something or somebody. With Erick's lack
of originality. it seems as though Erick is going
through an identity crisis. Which is probably
the true reason why he can't even stick with
one name. I also don't understand why Erick
has the audacity to state that he is a Christian
(he also stated that he is a player, gangster, hus-
tler. and adulterer on this album), but then have
a song that spits biblical blasphemy directly
after a prayer. Erick Whatever has given us
another CD to pi Ie up next to the other















The Black Eyed Peas have given their second
album an ambitious title. but It may fall a bit
short "Bridging the Gap:' the sophomore
release from BEP seems to only cross the river
halfway. It's hard to complain about this
album. it's quite bangin. but it just seems to
leave you wanting for a little bit more.
If you liked the Peas' tirst album. "Behind
the Front:' you will probably love this one. if
not. Bridging the Gap is an interesting blend
of classic hip-hop styles and beats. with ele-
ments of R&B jazz.. jungle. and even a little
bossa-nova.
On the first album the group did not have to
many collaborative efforts. preferring to shy
away from the i.iorganic pairing of emcees just
for money. but they have brought along an
impressive line up of heavy hitters on this sec-
ond effort. Mos DeC De La Soul. Les Nubians
are just a few who lent their voices. Wvclef
and Premier put their creativity in on the pro-
duction side. The Peas seem to work well with
others. the songs with De La Premier and
Wvclef are among the best.- ~
This album seems best suited for a chill house
party. with perhaps more smoking than danc-
ing. The songs are all fairly light and bouncy
with a head nod factor of about 7-9.5. The
group says this album is for the booty shakers:
"We love going to clubs," says will.i.am. main
man of the group. and producer of the record.
"On this album. we intended the songs to be
played in clubs, because we club mutherfuck-
ers.'
Word wise. no one will probably be com-
plaining that the lyrics aren't included with the
CD. It's the music that drives most of the
songs. Will.i.am has some of the most inter-
esting and. I guess. witty. lyrics. but his team-
mates apl.de.ap and Taboo aren't bad either. In
fact it'd be nice to hear them more since they
have a different flovv than Will and he tends to
dominate the entire album.
The beats are pretty dope -on-bere though.
Every song is capable of getting your head
seriously nodding if you're in the right mood.
and maybe even your body going along. Plus
the jazzy little hooks and interludes are sweet.
By .Jeffrey Belsky
Arts Editor
It seems that almost every punk band nowa-
days sounds like Blink-182. Good Charlotte do.,
a good job at disproving that statement. This
debut album is full of cute songs like "Little
Things." From the beginning statement of the
song, "This song is dedicated to every kid who
ever got picked last in gym class... to every
kid who never had a date to the school dance...
to anyone who's ever been called a freak" you
know it's very different from what you hear on
- - the radio. In a few songs, they interpolate a
bunch of choruses, like "You wanna hate me
now but I won't stop now," from Nas, and
"Everything's gonna be alright now, every-
thing's gonna be alright" from Bob Marley.
"The Motivation Proclamation" is another
heavy standout. and . I don't know if vou. ~
remember the Marvelous 3. with their hit
"Freat of the Week:' but a bunch of the songs
on this CD have that kind of pop/rock feel to it.
with a bunch of choruses that girls will drool




The Canibus sophomore attempt is just as dis-
appointing as the first. What did we expect




ex pected a real
song. that would






put Canibus back on the map. Now, what did
we get? We got the outrageous and brilliant
lyrics that have become almost normal to hear
out of Canibus' raspy delivery. Even though
Canibus makes it seem so normal, it's almost
unbelievable that he can keep that lyrical bar-
rage going for the entire length of an album.
He is certainly gifted in that respect. which
makes me wonder why the Wyclef diss-song is
reduced to only one weak little line that claims
that Wyclef spoiled his previous album.
Doesn't Canibus have more to say on that sub-
ject? We also got a serious case of sorry-ass
beats. which leads to the explosive hit to be
non-existent. To be blatantly honest, I got a
headache every time I listened to the CD.
These recurring headaches were not due to the
album being so awful that it was unbearable:
the problem IS that Canibus' lyrics are too
mind-blowing. HIS lyrics are so intricate and
completely involved that the rhymes aren't
even fun. The lyrics have a tendency of being
very mechanical and precise. It is like listen-
mg. to wnat calculus would be like if it could
rnaru ies: into music. Canibus is probably
going to drop another album in the future. but
I know for a fact that the consumer has only so
much patience in them.
ness. There are one or two tracks that deal with
love and friendship. but this group can no
longer be taken seriously after the nonsense
already heard. The last track. "Renaissance
Affair" is called a bonus track. as though any-
one actually needs to hear another track. It is a
"bonus" track presumably becausse of the 43-
second gap between it and the prior
track. When the CD is finally finished. I am
found in a nigh-comatose state. and am fully
revived by the taste of carvel ice-cream cake.
Someone has to be' held accountable for this
unacceptable excuse for music. and 1 believe I
know who. The back of the CD says that it was
originally produced in Belgium. Belgium is
located in Europe. France is also located in
Europe. In North America. people speak
French in the country of Canada. Therefore.
through this direct correlation. CANADA is
responsible for my pain and suffering
I do not recommend that anyone else be put
through the agony 1 experienced. Do not ever
buy this CD. and do not listen to it even if you
rece iv e it for free. If-given the eheice between
listening to this CD and drinking poison.
choose the poison. Poison will take ) ou to a
place of eternal peace that is Hooverphonic-
free.




The Magnificient Tree does not get an: better
after the first horror of a song. Future tracks
such as "Frosted Flake Wood" and "Pink Fluffy
Dinosaurs" featuring -such mindless--tyrics as
"Johnny went to Frosted Flake! to go for a walk
in the frozen wood/ He bumped into a mush-
room that .sold his body for some warm food"
plunge me deeper ~Qto a stat~ of lmco~cipus.
The first track of any CD will set the listener's
mood for the rest of the CD. Hooverphonic's
first track. "Autoharp" leaves me in a semi-
conscious state. "Autoharp" features a record-
ed voice repeated over and over about a Dr.
Walter Doodah who has taught many people
how to play the autoharp. A stringed instru-
ment. presumably the autoharp, is played while
the female vocalist SPEAKS the lyrics to the
song. I thought this was supposed to be a music
CD. not a lecture. Hearing this track alone. I
wonder what injustice I have brought upon mv
boss to justify the punishment of having to
review this CD. Pez Boss. whatever injustice it









Lead singer David Draiman has been kicked
out of five. yes. five boarding schools. It's no
wonder the band is called Disturbed. Draiman
unleashes his anger on all the tracks. especial-
ly t,unous on ··'VOICCS.·· the album opener.
"Stupify." the album's single. showcases their
blend of electronic and hcavv metal music.
"Dow n With the Sickness" is a horrific tale of
Drairnan rcl 1\ mg the day s of his parents ph::---
ical abuse. calling her a "sadistic w horc."
One track I didnt expect to see is a cover of
Tears For Fears . Shout:' which just doesn't
belong on the CD Basically the rest of the CD
IS industrial electronic anger-ridden metal. a
little like Nine Inch Nails and Ministrv Thev. -
are slated for the opening slot on a fall tour
w ith Stone Temple Pi lots. but don'[ expect
them to hang around as long.
Fuel are one of the few alternative rock bands
left out there. and have had a platinum debut
album with Sunburn. featuring the hit singles
"Shimmer" and "Jesus Or A Gun." On this new
album. Something Like Human. they and
become more melodic. as shown on the disc's
opener. "Last Time.' They reach their peak on
the current track. "Hemorrhage (In My
Hands l," featuring a catchy chorus ('"Don't fall
away. and leave me ~o myself I !?o~~t fall away
and leave love bleeding in my hands"). and a
bunch of violins located under all that distor-
tion. The opening riff of "Prove" is very
catchy. and "Knives" sounds a little Creed-ish.
Many songs have catchy chorus. deal with girl-
friends. and deal with people's problems in













DreamWorks Pictures and The Ticker invite you and a guest to a compli-
mentary screening of The Contender on October 12th. Stop by The Ticker
office (-360--PASRm l522}to--pi-ckupy~d-for-yotJ'ond--c-guest-.
One pass per person. No purchase necessary. Hurry while supplies lostl
Bj6rk Catherine Deneuve
a fl1m by Lars von Trier
~,****!
BRILLIANT...... and SUBLIME~
·b,uo:o> H<.u>Ov. VJU<;ITY FAI~
&~TONISHING! An EXHILARATING and
ORIGINAL work. or cinema. A TRIUMPH of form. content
and artistic integrity:' .
.t.los<s $.<.:l"W'<.c.:UX1um. ~'R":rAI.N"M£'NT ~l.i(
"SPELLBINDING! It aims right for the heart and aces its target.
Bjork is thrilling... and gives a great p€~r{ornl.ance".
thole's MAGIC in it. YOU~VE NEVER SEEN
ANYTHING LIKE 'DANCER IN THE DARK:'"
-J>Q~ 't1".2"'~I~. 'ROu.4NG S"r'<">N~
HIRRESISTIBLEI
A sure- Ire crOlM p e
Vlith a rock-n-roll heart!"
.The t'·!ew York T'i1'fS!%
"P0:W-ERFUL, even unbeaIable emotions...aitned at smashtng everything'
}Oded and phony about contemporary cinema. Mr. von Trier elicits a
performance from his lead actress that deserves to be called MIRACULOUS.
BjOrk seems to be inventing a new style of film acting,"
·)4..0. $c....vt1.~ N£W YORK' 1"f~
Box Office (212) 471·2411 It TicketmClster (212) 307·4100
ORPHEUM THEATRI 11 Second Avenue at 8th Street -:
www"stomponline.cora
$20 STUDENT TICKETS!
Valid for performances Sept 5•Od 31 1 lues &Wed 8prn t Sat 10:3Opm} Sun 7pm on~
View Bjork and Catherine Deneuve press conference highfigMs at www.dance-rinthed8rkmo~je.com!
(?~~ .:;d~·; C'.~t~ ~e ~..s)~i_~>o~~j j:,:e r1~ :::.':.:: ;J: 5-:;.r :,) ~.~):)-.N :::~~e ,;~ :he R<>x ::.:~~:~e. :",J4.t;s: pr~$.':fSf ~h..)d;;.'):~: ::).
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advance at all!
And in true MTV fashion (this is an MT
Sports production after all). the soundtrack t
this game was well put together and presentabl
to the setting of the games core audience
Featuring songs from Cypress Hill. OPM
Goldfinger, Snapcase, Pennywise, Flashpoint
The Pilfers, No Use for a Name. System of
Down. and the Deftones, the player is put int
the true zone of the skateboarding competitio
with beats that match the madness you play.
love being able to select real songs to pia
while I ride the half pipes. Its very cool an
very user friendly.
Adding to the fashion of it. the game actuall
does use real skate brands throughout the gam
for their boards and the designs of each skate
apparel. That was a very nice touch tha
deserves a 10t of respect. It was very incitefu
to do that just to add that extra touch of realis
to the game
With ten modes of playing fun includin
Lifestyle, Deathmatch. Freeskate, Timebom
and more. the fun just seems never ending
MTV has a winner with "Skateboarding" an
Andy MacDonald can celebrate on a successfu





Andy MacOonald. the overall vert and street
points winner for skateboarding from 1997
through 1999. and the five time career X-
Games gold medal winner. must be have a
smile from ear to ear on right now. Why you
ask? Simply because "Skateboarding," which
features the reknowned skater, is probably one
of the best put together skating games up to
date. With a variety of tricks, settings and
competition styles. it is a garunteed good time
to play for whatever amount of time you sit in
front of your computer.
With a cast of 30 real pro skaters, made up
skaters. and hidden skaters. and oyer 35 unbe-
lievable levels. "Skateboarding" puts the play-
er in the game and into the competition with
every benihana, flip, and grind. The 'Vast
selection of tricks (which totals 60 unbelievable
moves) ensures that boredom will be the very
last thing on your mind. The tricks themselves
give you so many options that it makes the
game actually a lot of fun to play! Its not the
same two tricks a thousand times over in order
to win competitions. This game requires that
you expand your skating arsenal in order to
zone he went.
I couldn't believe I lost! So I went back to
the option menu and noticed I had put the
game into All Pro level. I set it down to pro,
and romped. T~ere was absolutely no happy
medium! Either you playa super man team
or :- ou play teams that give you little to no
competition! \\ here is the "Semi All Pro"
level so I can possibly pia) a real istic game?
There was none to be found. And that totally
sucked. I didn't exactly think there would be
that mode obv iously, but it just ticked me ofT
that! couldn't have a game mode where I
could have just plain out competition, not just
blowouts in either losses or \\I ins. A little
real ism \\ ould have been nice.
Don't get me wrong though. I love the
game. Like I said before. it is very pleasing
to the eye and the game play is actually quite
easy. It's just that the players' characteristics
are so off it isn't even funny. That is one
thing I would go back and revise. It has to be
a lot more accurate.
And before any of you start saying "But you
only played with the Jets!' you are wrong. I
played with the Rams who can easily destroy
any team in the game, period, but that would
be expected. They a~e the only true dominant
team in alI levels. I played with Tennessee
and Eddie George was less than effective and
the) had the same offensive line woes as the
Jets did. I turned on the Pittsburgh Steelers
for a while and I noticed that they give Kent
Graham a little too much credit. This guy
tosses to well to be Kent Graham. The play-
ers just have to be more accurate to their real
life personality. that's all I am really trying to
sa).
All around though. it's a fun game to pass
the time with. Its easy handling gives the
player a comfortable control of all aspects of
the game. Go out and buy this one and don't
mind the false starts on the Jets offensive line.
magnet! Covered by Aaron Glenn and Victor
Green and being trailed by a linebacker. he
flips in the air and makes a one armed grab for
the touchdown. Now some may say, ok,
may e t at IS POSSI e. u tree im s in
game in the last three minutes? How many
highlight reels has Antonio Freeman been a
part of where he pulls in three one handed
grabs In a game? How many times has he
pulled in three one handed grabs in a game
over all pro backs such as Aaron Glenn?
Since when was he able to shake off a Bryan
Cox tackle? He isn't able to! I f I remember
correctly. the Green Bay Packers were 8-8 last
season. were they not? I mean, when did the)
have all these supermen players on their team?
It's fucking ponderous. And since when did
Coles, the rookie drafted this year by the Jets,
have more skill than seasoned pro Wayne
Chrebet? He doesn't. 'Vet he makes more
"'
leaping grabs and spectacular catches than
anyone on the Jets squad.
Hear is another thing that totally ticked me
off. I will use the Packers again as an exam-
ple. See. it's impossible to manually tackle
someone in this game. Anyone who you
oppose has this slippery wet skin that makes
them impossible to take down. Here I was.
on the forty-yard line. and I call for a blitz.
Now that means that Bryan Cox. Roman
Phifer, Shaun Ellis. Rick Lyle, and the rest of
the boys are clogging up the middle. The ball
is hiked, Favre hands it off to Dorsey Levins
who i:; coming up behind his left guard, right
where Cox. Ellis and Ferguson were covering,
~ -
followed by Stoudmire in the back field.
Please explain to me how this better than aver-
age running back side stepped. stiff armed,
twirled and hurdled my entire defense to the
end zone for the winning score in overtime? I
mean th is guy tu,rned into Barry Sanders with
a rocket up his butt! He shook off both Ellis.
and Cox with a simple side step and stiff
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even the uniforms on the players themselves is
incredible. This game is the definition of
visually pleasing. The green of the field. the
shadows of the players. all so very realistic
you can get into the game that much more. I
think the on ly problem is w ith the characters
themselves.
Let me explain. I am a huge Jet fan. Been
one since the days of AI Toon. I know the
Jets roster year in and year out like the back of
my hand. I know the players characteristics.
and their mannerisms fairly well. Keeping
that in mind. please tell me why I am sitting at
home. beating the ever living hell out of the
Packers 21-7 and. suddenly. All Pro center
Kevin Mawae goes offsides twice in a row
during a crucial closing drive in the game?
First off, the rarity of a center going offsides
at any point in the NFL's level of play is
equivalent to a UFO sighting. Secondly.
Kevin Mawae going offsides twice in a crucial
drive? There is no chance of that happening
ever. This is the one guy who can possibly
say with little contesting that he is the number
one man at his position in football today.
This guy doesn't choke. He manhandles 400
pound defensive lineman like Ted Washington,
he never fumbles snaps. he is a born center.
Now tell me why he jumps offside on a cru-
cial drive. with a comfortable lead in the first
game of the season in succession without
being injured or anything at all? It is inex-
plicable.
Another great observation I made. Since
when did Antonio Freeman become the new
age Jerry Rice? I mean this guy is a ball
By: David Martinez
Arts Editor
I am an avid and rabid football fan, so when
it comes to sports games. especially a football
one, I have to be a tad bit critical. See. to the
casual fan. NFL 2K I is a complete master-
piece, but like that lone movie critic who rips
apart every piece of work at the theatres. I
must also take my shots at NFL 2K 1 because,
sometimes, even masterpieces can be
improved.
Lets start with the goodies the game sup-
plies. First off, each team is rated on the
basis of the past years performance. Some
offenses are given just a bit too much credit,
some defenses are just a tad too weak. but that
I will get into more detail later. The game- -
gives you different levels of game pia)' rang-
ing from rookie to pro to all pro The levels
are just amazingly contrasting from each
other The) are stringently made easy, medi-
um and hard in every sense of each word. I
mean there is no happy medium between the
levels themselves. It also supplies you with
practices and tutorials, a full season mode,
exhibition modes and so on.
The presentation is absolutely astonishing.
The players look unbelievably life like and the
introductory video in the beginning of the
game is really sweet. The movements of the
players are perfect. The jukes are enough to
make someone break their neck just watching
the ball carrier go. The attention to details
such as the crowd. the weather changes. and
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0' to smell the sweet delights
- .,.,... ..-.. ", . .
The thoughts, and long nights
What's that sound? It's so amazing
Your laughter inside me, charm so engaging
You seem so far, yet so close indeed
Toying with thoughts and feelings I need
Your touch is a want, your voice a blessing
~
Your calming stare is endless caressing
Your words are comfort, those lips so soft
Time-stopping chatters, and in a flash its off
An eddy of thoughts as it races in my mind
True love is so damn hard to find
Although it may seem that we are so far apart
The distance between us is close enough,
So as that I can hear the beat of your heart
Copyright ©2000 Shawn Ramsingh
DISTANCE
By: Robert Hidalgo
You gave me a life to live,
You gave me breath to breathe.
You gave me a hug in times
of despair,
You gave me love,to say you care.
The guidance you gave me through the bad times,
I will never again recieve.
Your love that felt like the rain drops,
I shall never again feel.
For today I stand at your grave and see,
You're gone.
A life not I.ived complete,
Yet a life that's done.
You had so much ahead for you,
So much plans, so much dreams to come true.
Why this all happened?








by Shawn Hayden Ramsingh
Who needs you when your words have no meaning?
•
When your thoughts are blinded?
Is all this pain 'So necessary?
I dream of being something I am not,
I watch the stars and count the days till I
am on that spot.
Place me on that big sky,
Look down at me with your smiling eyes.
Show me the way to live my life,
Give me strength and courage to step into 'the light.
Take away my rage,
Run me free of anger and hatred.
This could of been much worse,
I might have never loved;
Or known what love is.
You said you didn't want me,
Did that mean you didn't want to see me?
You sent me away . . .
And now who needs you,
Although I can't have you,
You will always be my Sanctuary.
Copyright ©2000 Shawn Ramsingh
I take a look in you reyes
I. can feel your warmth
I can feel your love
You keep it hidden deep within
Yet at times you give me a glance,
It's when we kiss,
when you hold me,
when we laugh,
when you say It'll be ok
when I know 1m safe with you
Its when you hold my hand
because 1m hurting
Its when' I stop crying,
because I know you are there
Its at night when I can't fall asleep
just because 1m thinking about you
Its because you make me feel beautiful
Its because all I need is you
It is all clear to me ,








This untouched land filled with thoughts
The massacred carcasses are bright
The illuminated red covers my eyes
Seize the moment!
For it is upon us
Embrace your dead brother
And kiss your sisterjs still body
I am cut off from the approval
There is no need for markings
Walking is the Non-flesh that is stalkinq
tt creeps where you least expect





Why do I crave this?
Your have such soft lips and warm thighs
These are the catalysts for my yearnings
It is so comforting'
I know, that your pain is my pleasure
I cannot ease off
I j-d rather feast off of your innocence
Or is it your ignorance?
I suppose both features attract me
And exactly why, inside
The beast that I have become
Will never cease to exist
I only have one question for you
Do you love me?
I don't want to live this way
I hate the tu rns my life has made
I have lost so much so quickly
I hate everything
I hate the imperfection that happens
I hate feeling
I nate crying
I hate wakinq in the morning
Because this is not a dream
I hate this emptiness
I hate this anger,
which is bUilding strongly in my heart
I hate that I cant smile
I hate that I have lost my inner peace
I hate that I don't have hope
I hate that I don't like sunny days
I hate that I h~ve to just deal with it
I hate feeling such desperation
That I feel sick
! hate that I want to be alone





For the last time
by PJA0220@aol.com
Have you ever looked in the mirror
And not see anyone?
Have you ever held your hands
And not even feel fingerprints?
Each day I find that I have lost a little more
Of the girl I used to be
I ask myself when will the tears end?
When can I smile again? _
When can I wake and be happy to see light?
I want to go back home
Where I used to feel safe
I want to be kissed for the first time again
Im so afraid ,
lrn so scared
That one day someone will see how empty,
I am inside.
Empty, hollow, lonely, dying
Empty
They didn't do a good job
None or-the colors were the right tones
You would never put pink lipstick on
I just stared at you
I knew I had to make it right for you,",
You always looked so beautiful in my eyes
I wanted to fix you like the way I used to
Remember those days when you couldn't lift your hand
You asked me to do your makeup?
As I started applying your eyeshadow
I was wishing you would open your eyes
Even if I knew you were dead for a few days
Your cheek was so cold
So I tried to put som~ warmth into you
By my kiss, it didn't help
I found that favorite lipstick of yours
The one that would make you feel gorgeous
It looked great on you, as usual
I tried to wipe my tears off my face
Before they fell on you
But I couldn't catch all them
Did you feel my tears mommy?
I promised you I would never let you look bad
I promised to make you look beautiful
Remember I whispered that into your ear?
I said I would .take care of you
The night before your funeral,
I kept my promise
.You looked so oeauntu: mommy
I just sat th~re and stared at you
I never want to forget your beauty
Mommy I don't think I would ever see what I did again,
. .
I saw an angel sleeping




With all this said, why isn't the government
stepping in to take advantage of this potential
cash cow? The government's regulation of
hemp would be an admission that they were
wrong. Their very own ego is what prevents
the legalization of hemp. Look at this year's
presidential candidates. Both admit that they
have tried marijuana in the past, but whichev-
er of them is elected will shun the drug - so
that the closed-minded, blinded masses will be
happy. Throw the facts in their face. Show
the government that we mean business.
Repeal the Marijuana Tax Stamp Act of 1937.
It is time. We are wiser and the hemp seed
could do us all an abundance of good.
fats. Sterilized hemp seed is commonly sold
as birdseed. Rolling papers, such as Bambu,
are made from hemp. This just goes to show
what hemp has to offer - and the uses don't
end there.
Marijuana is known to medically alleviate
nausea, pain and muscle spasms as sometimes
caused by chemotherapy for cancer victims.
Doctors perscribe certain pills, which are high
in PHC-(the chemical that causes the 'high'
felt in marijuana), to those undergoing
chemotherapy to alleviate their pain. It allevi-
ates the symptoms ofglaucoma, multiple scle-
rosis, AIDS, migraines and other ailments. In
1988, the DEA's own ad~tive law judge
concluded, "Marijuana is one or the safest,
therapeutically active substances known to
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gulate Marijuana Now
MARIJUANA REGUALTION: Is it the most effective way for us to go? Anonymous has the facts to
support that claim.
. .
.....'mments to asylumdave@hotmail.com, A-nonymous wants to remain just that)
in their possession? This just leads to the fur-
ther decay of our society and exposes people
to the prison environment for possession of a
drug in a small quantity for their own usage.
Statistically, more than 400,000 people each
year are arrested on marijuana charges. Is this
really necessary?
France, China, Korea, Russia, Italy, and
Hungary currently are among the countries
that grow hemp to manufacture paper, fiber
and other products. One acre of hemp will
produce as much paper as four acres of
trees - and unlike trees - hemp grows back
quickly. Hemp can be used to make clothing
and rope. It is also the perfect food because it
has a very high percentage of essential fatty
acids, and a very .low percentage of saturated
People are dying from intoxication daily, and
within any given year, 150,000 will die from
alcohol abuse. Cigarettes are a major cause of
lung cancer and emphysema. causing over
400.000 deaths per year. There are e'¥ en
reports each year of people dying from
Tylenol. Yet never once has there been a
death caused by smoking or using marijuana
over the past 10,000 years of usc. Never has
there been any documentation of a marijuana-
caused death. Therefore, why in the name of
God is marijuana illegal? Why can't the go\'-
ernmentus-e the-lOvely cover of ~regulating"
so it can be available for public consumption?
It's as amazing as it is hypocritical.
On absolutely every level. from religious
(Genesis 1:12 "I have given you all the seed-
bearing plants and herbs to use."), to the
everyday well-being of people in general, one.
cannot deny the good that marij~ana has to
offer. The only reason marijuana is not legal
is because when the government decided to go
ahead with prohibition, they banned both mar-
ijuana and alcohol use. When they repealed
the decision, marijuana was left illegal mainly
for the purpose of the government being able
to say that they were looking out for the inter-
estof the people. They kept marijuana illegal
to cover their asses - while at the same time
half, satisfying the crowd by regulating alco-
hol. Basically, they compromised so they
wouldn't look so bad. But tell me. why is it
that five years after the decision was made to
ban marijuana during World War II, the U.S .
Department of Agriculture released the film.
"Hemp for Victory:' which encouraged
American farmers to grow hemp for the war
effort? The government knows the uses of
hemp are abundant. It's their egos that get in
the way of saying that they were wrong.
Cannabis is a form of hemp, and can be used
for many different things besides smoking. It
has been in use in China since 4000 B.C.,
where they cultivated it. In terms of historical
references. the original drafts of the
Declaration of Independence were written on
hemp paper. and not only that, but George
Washington and Thomas Jefferson both grew
hemp. Washington, a legendary figure in our
society and the very first president of our
nation declared, "Make the most of the hemp
seed. Sow it everywhere." Our very own
George Washington and Thomas Jefferson
both took an active part in the use of marijua-
na. Yet the plant is still completely banned in
our society today.
In our overcrowded prisons, thousands upon
thousands of people who just had marijuana in
their possession, with no intentions of selling
it. are held alongside common thugs and
killers. What good does it do for these people
when they do get out of prison? Years of their
lives have been wasted for having a dime bag
P.S. This article is strictly for humorous pur-
poses. with no personal
intentions to harm. for Dave is my half-broth-
er..... "wink wink*
That is not something to be proud of. So peo-
ple, keep studying, because we both know that
it will pay off one day. Remember, this is not




devil worshipping or not.
How can we forget the OJ Muggs inter-
view, which is the cover story for this issue.
Can I just say star struck? Rob and Dave's
secret meeting with the respected OJ from
Cypress Hill, probably made Dave's day, rein-
forcing his new cap wearing, Fred Durst image.
Is this Dave's Asylum? No, I think not. Why
HIM running the show?! Who knows. He may
act a little nutty, but he's not crazy. Trust me.
He just likes people to think he is.
My question now is: Will any of the
Asylum writers get any justice? Do we have
to succumb ourselves to this rock band wanna-
be lead singer, totalitarian dictator? I think
not. Did I forget to mention he is in a band? I
am sure hewill remind you the minute he
. speaks to you. WeH-ifyoueverpass Dave with
his partner Rob, you can't miss them, he's the
one with the Muggs T-shirt and Rob. well he's
the one with the wedding ring. That "Married
guy."
aching to have yourself scoffed at by the rest of
the knuckleheads here at the school.
Does anyone think that HiHary Clinton is hot?
I think she also gave SlickWilIy hummers in
official offices. She probably gets down like
that. There should be an event in the Olympics
for the world(s best headhunters. I am sure
American girls will do exceedingly well in that
event. Probably the American guys too. Putting
aside this chauvinist attitude that I am really not
apologetic for, I would like to take this time to
say that all of you arrogant suckers who stand
outside of tw~ty thir~_st~~t~n~d to gr~w
some balls and go up and talk to these girls that
you are always gawking at. Some people need
to be given a reality check. You guys are not
special. You are in Baruch College! You prob-
ably work part-time at the gap and are hoping
for an internship with Chase Manhattan Bank.
Dave and Rob Suck!
By: May Ling Tianga
If anybody knows me, they've probably seen
or met my egotistical maniac of a friend Dave.
Dave is the Spanish freak with the spiky hair,
unless he is hiding t in his Fred Durst black cap.
You can't miss the tall, .goofy freak. Now
hehas blessed the Baruch community as the
new Arts Editor for our very own Asylum.
I just have one question: Why? Dave is
like this Latin Fred Durst who hangs witfi'Rob,
another Asylum writer. Rob is just Rob, in
other words, he's that "married guy" (Please....
don't be that guy...). You put them together
and it's like your worst nightmare working for
this part of the newspaper.
Lets recap the first Asylum issue. If you
read most of the reviews. the writing consists
of. ummm.... let's see ..... Dave, Rob, Dave,
Rob. Jeffrey, Dave. Rob, and Dave. I mean I
catch myself asking him for CD's and his lame
excuse is "May, I don't have any." Give me a
break. I'm sure he can find some assignments
for me if he is not too busy flirting with the
next chick he encounters or rambling at the
mouth about Slipknot or Perfect Circle, or
arguing with Rob whether this band sings about
anyone with any common sense whatsoever,
who can explain to mewhy that nonsensical
article on Napster, written by Mike Ferrarella,
was even on the same page as my last piece. I
thought I made mention of the Napster contro-
versy on that article. Why put that shit next to
me? And Star I like you. You sound cool.
Speaking of cool, I realized that the student
body here at Baruch is getting alot better look-
ing as time goes on. What is being fed to these
girls? If you know what I am talking about,
please send me your comments. If you have any
pictures of this phenomenon that I am speaking
of please feel free to scan it and send to
Trib_Asylum @hotmail.com. I will gladly
have the picture posted on the Asylum. I was
thinking of suggesting a new section for the
Asylum. Tribjs hottie of the week! I am sure
that all you freaks here at the college are just
Omega
Don...•ornmq
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Well it is not too difficult to start this section
off by stating that I amvery disappointed that
no one contacted me for comments on my last
section. The biggest reason why I probably
was not contacted is because the intelligent edi-
tors here at the Asylum did not make my e-mail
address available. My e-mail address is
Trib_asylum@hotmail.com. The saying
always holds true. Ifyou wanta job done right,
you have to make sure that it is not in the hands
of bumbling ass-wipes. While I am on the sub-
ject of the last issue, I couldnj"t help butnotice
a few interesting things. There are not enough
writers, because the samenames seem to keep
popping up. I also noticed that one of the
poetrs had her name in a beautiful design that
overshadowed the other two lyricists, especial-
ly the brilliance that I blessed you all with. I
smell favoritism. And for God's sake, is there
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and The Ticker invite you and a guest to a complimentary
screening of Bedazzled on October 19. Stop by The Ticker office (360 PAS) to pick
Hurry while supplies lcstl
T~entieth Century Fox
it..
-
